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TUNGSTEN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT REVIEW
1960 - 1962

SUMMARY

Government-sponsored tungsten research and development efforts eacompass a
broad range of technological activities. Typifying the extreme limits of effort s since
January, 1960, studies have ranged from preparatlon vf unalloyed metal to development
of high-integrity fabricated shapes of tungsten-b.ase materials. The distribution of re-
search and development activities is illustrated in the tabulation below, which lists nine
major areas of tungsten technology and show s the extent to which each has received
Government support. These nine major areas outline the broad over-a.ll effort, and
each is summarized within this report by brief technical discussions of 104 separate
studies on 79 research programs. A listing of the 79 programs is given in the
Appendix.

Individual Studies on
Government-Sponsored

Major Area Programs

Preparation of Metal 3
Consolidation 26

Primary and Secondary Working 21

Joining 9
Fabrication and Performance of Rocket Nozzles 7
Oxidation and Other High-Temperiture R.a.-tions 6
Protective Coatings 5
Properties |

Phycical Metallurgy .5

TOTAL 104

Basen ,:pon this review of lngsten rese,•ich and development, it can be conduded
that a well-balanced over-all program was developed and pursued during the pericd
1960 - 1962 and now continues. The majority of the work to date Lonst-IdAtes only initial
efforts and, although considerable progress has been made, continued efforts in all
areas are desiable.
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INTRODUCTION

This report is a roviev. of 79 tungsten research and development programs
sponsored by tht Governmenm which were either in progress as of January 1, 1960, or
were initiated since that date but prior to 1963. Work begun in 1963 had not progressed
enougL. to warrant review at the time of the special DMIC study on vhich this report is
based.

The body of this repost presents a technical summary of the over-all research ,And
development effortf on tungsten. This is divided into separate categories of more
specific emphasis accurding to technology, In!luded for each area of technology is a
brief atatemyient of researrh objectiveo, a few significant details concerning the ,.pp.,oa,.h
of the progranms, and a snoxt summary of any important developments or c.onclvsions.
The Append& to the rcport identifies Ach program referenced in the report, with a
brief description, under categories identical to those in the body of the review.

PREPARATION OF METAL

Tungsten Powddr

The objective of work in this area is to prepare tungsten powders of submicron
particle size. Two programs(l, 2)* with these intended objectives have demonstrated
the fastoility of preparing powder with a mean diameter of less than 0. 01 micron.
Vitro Laboratories approach(l) is to first prepare e~ectrlcaliy conducting anode# from
mixtures of carbon and tung .1r. oxide (W0 3 ). Theae anodes are then vaporized in a
high-intenaity-arc chamber using grar.'te as the cathode ma.drlal. Condensation of
the supercool,.d vapors reoult~d in the particulation of fine oxide which is ultimaiely
reduced by iydrogen to form metallic tungsten powder.

During the reduk;tion step it was found that very fine low-purity powder resulted
from prolongud low-tes.,perature reduction cycles, while short :,igh-temperature cya.s
yielded powders with larjer mrean diameters and higher purities. For example, re-
dcing at 716 to 642 F (38Q to 450 C)** fox 46 hours resulted in a powder with a purity of
95. 25 per cert tungsten gnd e miean surface area of 46. 7 sq m per gram. A 3-hour
red.•ction cycle at tcmperat,,res between 57Z and 151, F (300 and 825 C) gave 99. 18
per cent pure materixl with a surface area rf 6. 6 iq m per gram . Powders with surface
areas exceeding 20 sq m per gram ware found to be pyrcphorAi whcF, *.,posed to air.

In work sponsored b5 the AEC, Union Carbide("1 ) has also produc.d powder
material wXt:. 4 s.rIace area between 5 and I0 sq r- pot Arm, t nd has further demo,-
strated th•e abilIty of this matetal o be sintcred.t ýotes ietpt.ratures, i e., 25$ tu

9iZ. F (1400 to 1600 C), ,nd/or shorter hr-ies to .'&n!ttwu excýzedlng 9Ut pvir cent of

I xt.m p r q z v t o f u ltr tp u r e t iig s tle A % a s- i,; th t, A ill )'d C vr fp wr A 'i pby first -mf ,,tfmine, WC), tlow, by rqrgýT rv~.". "f thi diý ' ýkv-- cY4ý
4

#M-c1WW4 psia'jgZmAN4 A'v LPP4 4 m&a~o In C;-Aivix
IIWI,, ik ,AIz Se-t'z 1%Lw



it c( hcrent metal deposit. Analytic~jl data from this matterial .jhowed totalmo~ta~lle im-
pur ties ranging betwec-n A0 and 400 p;Arts per million and a twal interstitial impvz.1ty
coi ýrnt of 10 ppm.

Vapor deposit;ýn is being used to prepare tungsten nozzle liners at High Temper~.-.
tuli' Materials, Yn.(33) , Bureau of Mines (Rolla, Mo. )(17), t htioxnal Bureau of

Sr.Jards(1 6 ), r'.nd Battelle Memorial Institute(34). In this pr.)cess, which is dis-
cus -ed ir more detail 1later ki this report, tungsten of relatively high purity is do-
pos.!.-c by the hy.drogen reduction of WI'6 .

CONSOLILDATION

7?3owder _Metallurgy

Pov. Jer Coml.,action

The Hughes Tool Company(4 ), in conducting a systematic; study of the compaction
teli. vior of tungsten powder, among others~, has shown that import:.Ait differences exiset
hetv -en the consolidation characteristics of ductile metallic po~wders and brittle ce-
rarr .c materials. Re rults from this work Indicated that void* In metallic compacts are
elir 'nated by plastic deformation of the composite particles. rragmentation which
v- r3 while compacting ceramic mate rials, provides a great n-unber of smaller parti-
cie. which settle out to occupy interstices thus densifying thest structures. Most sig-
nifi. ant from this study were steps taken toward clarifying err vneous hypotheses as to
wh forces operate during po¶wder compaction. The former ct~ncepts of particles
sli.i tig past one anothte.' during compaction and of resultant particle interlocking as an
expi *.nation for green strength do not appet r to be valid.

2L Srj.i

The objective of work in this area was to demonstrate tht feasibility of directly
pre~; iring pieces of hardware of highdensity by plasma-arc spraying of tungsten powder
or -A ýre. This process %wis investigated by both the General Electric Company and the
Mae ac tiusetts Institute of Technology under thrue Navy- sponaic red progtailis.

Two of these were conducted at MIT( 5 #6 ) where both ape i-air and inert-
atm )sphere deposition techniques were studied; the latter offe: ed somewhat mora lati-
tudi in the resultant properties of the deposits. With the exce )tion of spraying angle
(90 -Iegr'.e impingement was optimum) while spraying its the ol en air, the operating ar-c
var tables offered little control over the density of the depot.-ts Deposit densities were
va. 7'ble between 65 and 85 per cent of theoretical for respecti -e spray angles of 15 and
90 , e.rees. The entire process was improved by ep~aying unýa a protective nitrogen
iA &.. Pspheres which allowed the substrate temperature to be inci eased to 1200 to 151)0 F~
an oxidation was no longer a limitinx factor. U~der these con, itions, the operating arc
var .ibles were more effective in modifying the deposit derailtio -v as controlled vou'hes
bet- "en 50 and 91 per cent of theoretical were obtained. For jiven arr operati.4K ctn-
diti. n, powder particle size was also found to influence the re- ultant density. Mneltsti
of 4i . and 8Z per cent were accomplished while spraying 3- and 3 0 -'micron particles,
resj ectively. From thih work, it was concluded that the spra- A deposits were too
por, us for some purposes, therefore, efforts were made to of !ct a denser structurc hy

S~Best Available COPY



sintering after deposition. All of thio sprdyed tun!;stcn war, found to be brittle in~ banding
at room tomperazture.

The General Electric Con~pany1?) investigated both a consumable -wire -fed arc-
spray gun and a commercial powder-fed plasma jet as to their abilities to produce high
density-high strength deposits of unalloyed tungsten. From this work, it was found that
equivalent density levels between 84 and 88 per cent were obtainable by either process
while spraying on a cold mandrel /,ion to the PL-mosphere. However, the powder-spray
processý was preferred since in the as-sprayeds iondition at room temperature it was
nearly two and-a-h ilf times stronger than sim~lar wire-sprayed deposits. Evaluation
of 30-mil-thick powder-sprayed deposits revealed an. as-sprayed interstitial content of
2300 ppm, oxygen and 200 ppm nitrogen, which could bo reduced to 28 pp~u and 10 ppm,
respectively, by prolonged heait treatratints under hydvcgeri a.nd vacuum. Such heat
treatment resulted in improved bend ductility aa the trsrnoition tempe-ature was de-
creased from a level above Z000 Vi o 900 F.

In efforts to obtain higher diensities, General Electric also invostigated the possi-
bility of activated sintering. Diluats blended powdeý alloys were initially sprayed, then
sintered for 1 hour at Z800 F. Fron. this work, the W-5Re-lINl composition was se0-
lected for further study on the basis -,,f its high density (98 per cent) after spraying and
sintering, and its single-phase structure. However, ;mn attempt t~o prepare a rocket-
nozzle configuration from this alloy by sprayine and sintering on a, graphite mandrel
res~lted In severe distortion and cracking. Generally, this behavior was attributed to
a poor distribution of the deposit thickness and residual stresses known to exist In
plasma- sprayed coatings.

Spraying with the protection of a nitrogen attrosphere, and elevating itubstrate
temperatures to 2000 F, were also Invastigated as means of obtaining hIgh-density d'i-
posits. As a reeult, deposits with denbities between 90 and 9Z per cent oi theoretical
were prodiuced. All of this work employed powder with an average particle size noar A5
mic ro.iý.

Slip Castingi

The Union Carbide Metals Company( 8 ) investisated the procese of slip casting and
sintering as a method of consolidating tungsten powder. No details were given with re-
spect to the nature of thits process a', applied to tungetmrk powder. TVierefore, it irn
assumed that the operations involved were similar to those commonly used by the .*
ramic industry for the consolidation of refractory oxides. It was shown that deno-f-e*r
ranging from 6,(0 ýo 93 per cent o., heoretical could be obtained by this process zo.J.dly
through variations in the sintering treatinentiP -After slip casting.

Sinering

A review of thty rescarch progr.ants re~lated to tungsten sint( ring indicatvs thal
this process is currently being applied Ivi thrk~e areas of techroioloy-

(1) The production of uniformliy 1iigh-tk~.raity (greater th~ii 92 ps.r cvii
of thvzrvti~isl) billetb for u'rirnary wirking~
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(2) The fabrication of porous tungsten ionizers for use in ion-
propulsion systems

(3) The further densification of plasma -jet-sprayed components.

Th_ Fansteel Metallugrical Corporation(26) in their N.avy-sponsored Tungsten
Sheet Rclling Program demonstrated an ability to prepare high-quality sintered billets
1 by 6 by 13 inches with uniform densities ranging between 93 to 95 per c..nt of theoret-
ical. To achieve these results, Fansteel conducted a prelimLiary scretning phase in
whkch they evaluated numerous powder grades and pressing and sintering conditionls.
From this it was concluded that 3 to 4-mic -n-diameter powder pressed aydzostaticallI
at 35,000 psO followed by induction sinter' A for 8 to 10 hours ;n hydrcgen at 2300 C
was i near optimum and practical comb_ .. on of the processing parameters required
to proau .e uniformly high-density billets for primary working. Although the resultant
quality o these billets was high, workers at Fansteel concluded that sinter;ng tempera-
turc was the most important variable and that for massive sinterang r.tore consideration
should be given to the goal of attaining higher temperature capabilities (4712 to 1892 F,
2600 to 2700 C,ý, thus shortening times at temperature.

Other sintering investigations( 9 ' 10) are attempting to prepare porous-tungsten
_.mponwnts for potential uise in ionic propulsion systems with cesi•m vapor. The se-

lection of tungsten for this bpplication is baaed on the high work fupction of ite surface
for electron emission. This property, Li conjunction vith the small ioniz.ation potential
of %,6.. a vapor, provides nearly ideal conditions for the su'tsequent contaf.J ionization
of cesium.

The two basic structural requiements for a porous Ionizer were established to
be int. & ,.onnc,.ting pcrosity and individual pore sizes not c.cceeding I mi.ron in dian.eter.
Also, the porosity stioula be, stable %t operator.f, temperaturcr sustained at up to 2000 F
for periods of I to 2 years.

NASA, at the Ltwis Research Center,( 9 ) excplored ;he feasibil.ty of preparing, by
powder-metall.,rg.tal methods, .onizing .ompunents wha,.h met the above rcquirenients.
Specif._.lly, the cffec.s of powder particle size and con pa,.tion and 6intering -condjtio&s
were evaluated with respect to theit end effe.ts on the permcabilty vf sintered t.ingsten
bodies. Fr.m this wrr It vas found that functional ionization ,omnonents O.vlA be pre-
pared by die pressing l-nai.,ron powder in 0. GIB-inch-thick plateltts at 2S,00J pai and
then sIntering these for 20 hours at 2750 F. Generally, the diffif-Iuty encowatercd *as
an Inability to achieve a satisf.A:.to•y permeability in .onj.r.othon wAth the proper pore
size. Fr example, hydrý,static pressing 1-, lb-, and 2(.-micron powder at 58,U0i, ps,
and tintering for 20 hvý a L' temperatures between 2250 aid 2V00 F rejulted in materal
which either lacked pe-meability o. poaseised pore diameters cx.eeamg I m..r,.,.

Thompson Rrmo Wooldridge Inc. (10) ha3 also incietigated the mnwtallurgi9al
problems associated wth the dev Cprmeirt 4A porou4 * tusat, s, iin.atAik 6 orrapV1t Ali.t,
The objectivc of this re search is to produoe f.nizc L s with rmorv undlortr, 1j•x , .it,'

permeabilAty and to develo- mfrcvcc )ovning t. thniques whic.h w ll al., I. aki.ht j,,,,
to be made between the ionizer and its sipporting stru.ture.

Two pregrams(5, 6) have alst dealt with the problem of achievinG further 'dim 'Ai
c;,tion of plasma-spraycd matvriai b) s.bsequcnt sm.t. rin;. Gvnvrir-) , tht hr .*pp.
was to initially study the "activatiorx" viffct tha, fmciktl is 1rx,.,II t1- h , .1,, ti , -,,
of tungsten powder. Aorivnts of nick.l rangin, from 9. 025 to 5. 0 A v i,,ht p, r
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added to tungsten by two methods, coreduction of the owidoe and coating unalloyed
powder with nickel nitrate. The r'esults indicated that tungsten sintering could be acti-
vated with a minimum amount of nickel if it 4af jrezent on the surface of the powder,
that is, applied by the coating process. Fox example, coated tungsten containing 0.25
per cent nickel was sintered to 98 per cent oi theoretica- density in 16 hours at 2012 F
(1100 C) while coreduced powder compacted in an identical manner and containing 1
per cent nickel reqv4red 27 hours at 2012 F (1100 C) to attain the same density.

This knowledge was then applied to the densification of plasma-sprayed deposits
with as-sprayed dens ties of 85 per cent of theoretical. Nickel additions were accom-
plished by Infiltrating the deposits with a Zn-SNi solution which, after vaporiza. -n of
the zinc, left 0.2 to 0. 41per cent residual nickel in the tungsten structure. Subset, .nt
sintering of the deposits for I hour at 2372 F (1300 C) demonstrated that densities up
to 95 per cent of theoretical could be obtained.

As a continuation of their nickel-activated sintering studies, MIT(6M has explored
the effects of other Group VIII metls on the sintering characteristics of tungsten com-
pacts. Ge-nerally, densificaticti rates wore significantly increased by small amounts of
pelladitum, rhodium, platinum, and ruthenium (added as chlorides) listed in the order of
decreasing acceleration effect. With palladium, the most effective element, densities
of 93. 5 and 99. 5 per cent of theoretical were obtained after sintering a W-9. 25 Pd alloy
for 30 minutes -nd 16 hourii, respectively, at 2012 kl100 C). The proposed mechanism
for the improved rates ol densification assumes that the activating element forms a
1'earrier phase" layer on the surface of the tungsten particles which in turn modifies
the rate of interftcial diffusion of tungsten atoms between particles.

Melting and Casting

Electron-Beam Melting (EBM)

Electron-beam melting, as a method for consolidating tungsten and its alloys, was
investigated by the Mallory-Sharon Metals Corporation. (UIf The multing was performed
at the Stauffer-Temescal Company where a 3-inch-dlamrter ingot of unalloyed tungsten
was triple melted under a vacuum ranginig from 0. 05 to ,. 10 micron with power con-
sumptions between 200 and 260 kw. Analytical data for this material inatcated that the
total intertittial content (C, 0, N, H) was reduced from 930 ppm to 120 ppm. Further
information concerning resultant ingot grain size and melting rate was not available,
however, for ni,•cnal EBM tungsten the grain size it, ki ,wn to be large, for example,
approaching I inch in diameter, and the melting rAt1 alow, that is, 5 to 10 pounds per
hour with a power input of 250 kw.

The Stauffer Metals Company also melted unallqyr - iujgsten and tungsten-base
alloys for the General Electric Company1 3 6 ) under an tir F.c. t-sponsored ',etldm
program. The purpose of this work was to provide General Eli., Ac %ith the matt,ri4l
required for their program. In all, 12 ingots were drip melted a total t five tim ýs
each into a 2 to 4 inch-diameter water-cooled retractable copper mold. Elc ven 0 tht '.
ingots were dilute tungsten-base allhy;, containing Ta, Re, B, C, Zr, Hi, Y, Iiutt Ti
while the twelfth was 41grain refined" unalloyed tungsten. Fc.r the- latter, a rri. Alj.#y
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addition, proprietary to Stauffer, was added for grain refinement. As a result, the
grain size was reduced approximately one order of magnitude. Sidewall appearance
was quite good for all of the ingots, with only minor remnants of surface laps. A typ-
ical analysis of these materials indicated a total interstitial content of only 7 ppm.

Consumable Arc Melting (CAM)

Although more control is possible with electron-beam melting, consumable arc
melting undcr vacuum is generally the preferred process for melting tungstewand
tung sten-base alloys. When compared on the basis of equivalent power inputs, the arc
process produces ingots of equivalent purity and sidewall quality with significantly in-
creased melting rates.

NASA, at the Lewis Research Center,(IZ) rielted 3/4-inch-diameter, 100 per cent
dense swaged rod into 1-1/Z-inch-diameter ingots. Using 3400 amperes at Z3 volts in
reverse polarity (electrode positive and ingot negative) thelr achieved a very rapid
melting rate which had little or no effect on the initial 99.95 per cent purity of the
swaged-rod electrode. After meltingt it was necessary to remove 1/8 inch from the
radius of the ingot sidewall to obtain a smooth defect-free surface.

The Westinghouse Corporation, under three Government contracts# has been
active in the field of tungsten and tungsten-base-alloy consumable arc melting. Two
programs were sponsored by the Navy while the third is being funded by the Air Force.
A review of the melting develupments and experiences in each follows.

In one program for the Navy( 1 3 ), unalloy..d• tunbaten and W-SRe were melted
into Z-inch-diameter ingots from 5/8 to 1-inch-diameter electrodes. Each
electrode was composed of sever,' sections joined end-to-end by TIG (argon)
weiding. Initially, attempts were made to melt theae r'aterials using d-c
straight polarity, however, this approach was latker abandoned in favor of
an a-c power supply as numerous difficalties were encountered. Among these
were radiation damage to the exposed inner areas of the furnace and frequent
burn-outs of the water-cooled copper crucible. Both of these difficulties were
attributed to the large power partition associated with d-c straight-polarity
melting-theoretical estimates are that 90 to 95 per cent of the power is dissi-
'ated nt the anode or molten pool. Switching to a-c power tended to split the
power equally between the electrode tip and molten pool thereby reducing the
temperature in contact with the copper crucible and increasing the temperature
on the electrode tip. As a result, less power was required to cast ingots of
etquivalent diameter by employing a-c power.

In the second Navy program(15 ), the objective of consumable arc
melting was to establish the process parameters for preparing large
Ingots of tungsten and W-Mo alloys for subsequent conversion to rocket
nozzles by forging and machining. Iklthough *,is technique was abandoned
in favor of the vacuum arc skull-n Ittng technique, considerable data
were generated which were sAgnificant to the early technology of
consumable arc melting:
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(1) A definite size effe.t wAS foun.-to be associated with d-c
st-aiehtepolfrity mqlting. Below a critical vah e of mold-
to-el ectrode diaxnetey ratio, melting was not pssible.

(Z) As the electrode density increased from 70 to 10O per cent
of theoretical, the melting rate decreased for a given mold-
to-electrode diarieter ratio and power level.

(3) A relatitnship was found to exist between the el tctrode
density and the-melting voltage which may be st tted as
follows. as the electrode density hicreases the voltage
required to melt .•creases.

(4) Additions of molybdenum to tungsten resulted in ingots with
significantly finer grain sizes than normally observed in
molybdenum, molybdenum-base alloys, or tu-|loyed tungsten.

Furthermore, during this program, it was found that both unalloled
tungsten and W-30Mo could be melted into high-integrity ingots. However$
15 attempts to melt the W-5OMo alloy wero unsuccessful in producing a
sound :rack-free ingot.

As Phase I under the Air Force program, Westinghouse( 1 4 ) reviewed
the literature and compiled a state-of-tht-art report on c¢.sumable vacuum
arc melting. Following this review, a facility was established at WADD with
the intended inapability of melting unalloyed tungsten. In particular, this re-
port emphasized the design parameters related to the selectirm of vacuum
systems and power supplies, the design of water-cooled mm'ds and stirring
coils, and the fabrication of consumable electrodes.

The objective of subsequent melting investigations conducted in this
facility established melting practices for selected tungsten-base alloys.
Initially, melting was attempted with the W-6Mo-6Cb alloy, however, due
to severe ingot cracking, attention was shiftedJ to the W-6Mo-ZCb composition.
This composition was successfully melted into 3-1/2-inch-diameter ingots
using electrodes I-1/Z inches in diameter of 89 to 94 per cent density.
Melting rates between 0. 65 and 2.55 pounds per nin were achieved for
d-c straight-polarity power inputs ranging between 160 and 200 kw. Both
increased melting rates and minor additions of zirconium (0. 06 to 0. 12
per cent) and carbon (50 to 270 ppm) were found to decrease the as-cast
grain size of the W-6Mo-2Cb alloi. Ingot grain size was increased by
low melting rates and minor additions of titanium (0. 04) and oxygen (500
to 1000 ppm). The latter levels of oxygen were tolerable in the initial
.iintered electrodes as nearly all of it was eliminated du-ing arc melting.

Other investigators melting unalloyed tungsten and tungsten-base alloys inld IACh rgnMtlg,alC , (Z Z)t"(7
t~he• Oregor Metallur•.,.al Conmpany( , Universal Cyt;ldps Steel Corporation(2 7 ),
Climax •Wlybdenum Cornpany(19,22), Wah Chang Corporation(l18), and the Cru,• iL.t v
Steel Co&mtnj( 6 9 , 7 0 ). Generally, these melting efforts are only dirctad towaro' tht
production of bilets for primary working ti. fulfill other specified end ,bjttiVk N. Fý
example, tLw ftrot three contractors listed abovw ar'. supplying 4-it L-djrt.itat r bý

/
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8-inch-tall ingots of the W-15Mo alloy to Thompson Ramo Wooldridge for consumption
in their tungsten-forging prograrn(22). Material from all three sources was selected
since it was recognized that differences in ingot processing by the different vendors
might influence forgeability. In this connection, Oremet cold presses, surface welds,
and double melts their electrodes using a-c power with an addition of 0. 5 per cent
titanium as a deoxidizer. Universal Cyclops does not employ a deoxidizer and single
melts hydrogen-sintered electrodes using d-c straight polarity. Climax Molybdenum
utilizes its press-sinter-melt (PSM) process in which powder is continuously pressed,
resistance sintered, and meltcd with a-r, power. Climax frequently uses carbon
additions for deoxidation.

Universal Cyclops( 2 7 ), Climax Molybdenum( 19 ), and Crucible Steel( 6 9 70) are
also supplying ingots to their own manufacturing and alloy development programs.

Skull Melting and Centrifugal Casting

The Westinghouse Electric Corporation( 1 5 ) concluded that of the three processas,
powder metallurgy (size limited), vacuum arc melting (fabrication limited), and skull
casting, the latter appeared most attractive for the production of tungsten and tungsten-
alloy rocket nozzles. Proceeding with this concept, they produced the first thin-wall
skull casting ever made from W-50Mo, W-30Mo, W-lOMo, W-lMo, and pure tungsten,
in that order. The target casting co-figurations were Polaris AZ nozzle throat inserts.
For these caxtingo the minimum wall t•hickness and ID were 0. 175 inch and 3. 58 Inches,
respectively, while the respective maximum values of wall thickness and OD were
0. 91 inch and 6. 20 inches. High-purity graphite was found to be the best mold material
as it minimized bnth entrapped-gas porosity and contamination through carburization
of the final casting. At the end of this development program Westinghouse demonstrated
an ability to pour pure-tungsten castings weighing betwc.:, 10 and 65 pounds with a grain
size of approximately 0. 0625 inch in diameter, 20 per cent smaller than the grains in
arc-cast ingots.

The Wah Chang Corporation, working under a Navy contract,( 3 0 ) investigated
skull melting followed by centrifugal casting as a means of preparing large-diameter
thin-wall blanks of tungsten for subsequent point deformation to yield wide Jheet mate-
rial. They were successful in prtiparing 6-inch-diameter rings with a wall thickness of
0. 200 inch. This process seemed to have the advantage of improved purity in conjunc-
tion with a relatively small cast grain size, effected by rapid cooling in the thin section.
However, one of the blanks displayed severe intergranular failure during subsequent
flow turning at 1900 F.

Vapor Deposition

Vapor deposition of tungsten is most common in the direct preparation of tutgsten-
lined graphite rocket-nozzle inserts; it also qualifies as a consolidation process. Four
organizations, National Bureau of Standards(16), Bureau of Mines (Rolla, No. )(17),
Battelle Memorial Institute( 3 4), and High Teriperature Materials( 3 3), have' studuic thh,
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vapor-deposition process under Navy contracts. The reactant gases used in all pro-
grams were WF 6 anc. H2, which yielded a fine-grained columnar deposit of tungsten
with its growth axi- perpendicular to the graphite substrate. L- general, high-purity
deposits, 100 per sent dense, were obtained with total interstitial and metallic im-
purities below 50 ppm and 100 ppm, respective!y. Of further interest were micro-
hardness studies of the vapor-deposited tungsten which indicated an average value of
500 Knoop (corresponding to 395 Vickers) and an inverse relationship between grain
size and hardness. Specifically, with respect to the deposition process, the Bureau of
Standards found that the presence of HF gas accelerated the rate of deposition and that
deposits with grain sizes of 10" 5 cm could be obtained with low ratios (2 to 1 or less) of
HZ to WF 6 .

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY WORKING

Extrusion

The research and development programs concerned with tungsten extrusion are
directed primarily toward establishing the optimum parameters required to break down
as-cast ingot structures. The merits for ingot breakdown of both high-eikergy -rate
Dynapak machines and conventional high-speed presses are being investigated. One
other program, currently in progress, has as its objective the extrusion of a structural
shape with a tee cross section.

Conventional high-speed extrusion (5 to 25 inches per second) is being investigated
by the Wah Chana Corporat'on( 1 8 ), Climax Molybdenum Company( 1 9 ), Thompson Ramo
Wooldrid e a;c. i,2), Univex.c! Cyclops Steel Corporation(2 y}, and the Crucible Steel
Companyf,69,70). However, only Wah Chang is devoting its enk:,e effort to optimizing
the extrusion process for as-cast tungsten ingots.

Wah Chang(18) has selected the W-3Mo alloy for their Air Force-sponsored ex-
trusion program because its as-cast gra.n size, which is smaller than that of unalloyed
tungsten, favors fabricability. The measure of satisfactory accomplishment in this
program will be the production of extrusions 10 feet in length with tee cross sections
that can be circumscribed in a 2-inch-diameter circle. The flange width shall be two
times the stem length. Also, the flange and stem shall have a thickness of
0. 25 * 0. 1 inch and a surface finish of 150 rms or smoother.

The Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation is conducting the extrusion work for
Wah Chang. The approach being followed Is to first establish the paranmeters for ex-
truding short rounds lising reduction ratios between 11 to I and 17 :o 1. Thus far, fle
billets, each 3.5 inches in diameter by 5 inc!0es long, have been extruded using ziico..ia-
faced dies. Extrusion temperatures rangd between 3200 to 4000 F, with corresponding
maximum press pressureo of 181,000 to 197,000 psi. Prior to extrusion, each billet
was given either a 1-inch -.adius or a ) 10-degree conical nose. Ultimately, Wah Ck-Ln
will examine the extrudabil.ty of wrought billets prepared by forging ar, -,.act Ingot's and
the re-extrusiun of 8-inch-diameter ingot material given a prior reduction of 3 to I.
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Areas of t(c'hnology to be optimized in this program include

(1) Extrusion ýemperature, pressure, and speed

(2) Billet lubrication

(3) Die materials, configurations, and coatings.

In a c mbined extrusion and alloy development program, the Climax Molybdenum
Company( 19 studied the extrudability of five arc-cast W-Mo-C, W-C, and W-Zr-C
alloys. All of the extrusion work was conducted on the high-apeed press available in
the High Temperature Metals Fabricating Facility at the Aeronautical Systems Division,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. Billets 3 inches in diameter by 6 inches long were
extruded to rounds using reduction ratios between 3 to 1 and 6 to I at temperatures be-
tween 2000 and 3600 F. Both A12 0 3 -faced dies and unfaced dies were used. There
was less resistance to extrusion and a greater per cent recovery with the A12 0 3 -coated
dies than with the uncoated dies. Among the results of this program was the calfV" ion
of extrusion constants for each alloy over a broad range of extrusion temperatures.
From this work it was shown that the following list of the five alloys corresponded to
the order of increasing resistance to extrusion at 3000 F: W-0.OlC, W-l0Mo-0.01C,
W-5OMo-0. OIC, W-30Mo-0. OIC, and W-0. lZr-0. O0C. Generally, recoveries between
50 and 80 per cent were obtained for the W-C and W-Mo alloys while no sound material
was obtained from the W-Zr composition.

The TAPCO Division of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge( 2 2 ) has optimized the ex-
trusion of 3-inch-dameter ingots of W-15Mo at a 5. 5 to 1 reduction ratio. The objective
of this work was to develop an extrusior process Nhereby round lengths could be pre-
pared reproducibly to serve as primary working billets in their Air Force-sponsored
forging program. ExLessive and erratic die wash, while extruding at temperatures
between 3600 and 4000 F, was the major difficulty encountered in this work. TAPCO
feels that the success of a high-temperature extrusion operation depends on effectively
insulating the steel die from the hot billet through the application of die coatings. Work-
ing from this premise, coatings of both AIZ0 3 and ZrO2 were studied, with the results
indicating ZrO2 to be most effective. For example, the die wash vwas minimized to
0.015 inch while producing a 1. 5-inch-diameter extrusion 30 inches long.

Furthermore, TAPCO found that extrusion constants for identical alloy ingot
compoeltlons were a function of melting practice. This conclusion was drawn as con-
sistently different, and therefore, characteristic, extrusion constants were obtained
while extruding material from three independent vendors.

Additional tungsten and tungsten-base alloy extrusion is also being conducted by
the Universal Cyclops Steei Corporation(2 7 ) and the Crucible Steel Cumpany( 6 9 ,7 0 ),

as the preliminary ingot-conversion step in their respective sheet-rolling and alloy-
development programs. Both contractors have demonstrated the feasibil.ty of extruad•i.
as-cast ingots to sheet-bar configurations, i. e. , rectangular cross sections. Crucibl,
Steel is converting 1. 5-iich-diameter ingots to 0.5 by 0. 7- ,ch cruss sections, while
Universal Cyclops has extruded 0. 6 by 2-inch cross sections from 3-inch-diarneter
billets.
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The Westinghouse Electric Corporation(20), NASA( 1 2 ), and the California
Institute of Technology( 2 1 ) studied the feasibility of applying the high-energy-rate
Dynapak extrusion process to unalloyed tungsten and tungsten-base alloys. In this wor"
NASA( 1 2 ) and CIT(R1) partially extruded 1-inch-diameter powder-metallurgy billets and
arc-cast ingots of unalloyed tungsten. Reduction ratios up to 45 to 1 and temperatures
up to 3800 F were used with the results indicating less resistance to extrusion for the
arc-cast ingots thdn for the powder-metallurgy billets. Both investigators used Model
1200 Dynapak machines.

The Westinghouse Electric Corporation(2 0 ), in research to compare the high-
energy-rate and press-extrusion processes, partially extruded three are-caat ingots
of W-0. 57Cb, each 3 inches in diameter by 4 inches long. Using a reduction ratio of
4 to 1 in conjunction with a constant "fire pressure", extrusion lengths were found to be
a direct function of the billet temperature. which ranged between 3200 and 3900 F. From
this work, the following conclusions were drawn with respect to the Dynapak process ik
comparison with conventional high-speed press extrusion:

(1) The surface of Dynapak-extruded bars is significantly i npioved over
press-extruded bars when limited but similar lubricating techniques
are used.

(2) The billet temperature at extrusion required for true hot working is
lower for the Dynapak process thar. for press extrusion. (Considerable
adiabatic heating of the billet proba'Ay occurs during extrusion with the
Dynapak. )

(3) The recrystallization temperature of Dynapak-extruded material is
lower than that of material which is press extruded at the sa.me
temperature.

(4) There is a severe limitation on the amount of metal that can be
extruded by the Dynapak process.

Fosringa

At least fxur forging-development programs for tungsten and tungsten-base alloys
are currently in progress. Two of the four are being conducted by Thompson Ramo
Wooldridge Inc. under separate contracts from the Air Force( 2 2) and Navy( 2 3) while
the third and fourth, also funded by the Navy are employing the independent efforts of
Ladish(Z4 ) and Steel Improvement and Forge 25) Company. DMIC has no technical
progress reports from any of the Navy programs, therefore, this review is limited tu
forging developments to date ander Air Force Contract AF 33(600)-41629 by Thompson
Ramo Wooldridge int.. In this connection, it is further iecognized that considerable
tungsten forging is also being conducted under s'ihscotracts or directly on purchas'.
orders from prime contractors. Grcr- raily, such work has been directed toward the
production of throat and nozzle .nserts for solid-fiel rockct motors. However, most
of the forging development coming from these Lfk rts art. also restricted from this rc-
view as they are reported in classified docAments isa.cd ptriudically b) the prime
contractors.



in their Aiv Ft:rce-spcnseored wo'k~u), the TAPCO Divisioin of Thomipson Rarno
Wooidridgc. Inc. has d rra tle eailiyof forgn Ia o~~e et
leadlng-eadge support cotifi garaion- 1ro =-a 1. Z5 -inch- diiarnete r arc -cast. and extruded
billet of~the W -15M6 alioy.. Each forgiag -gihs apro~axately 3 poundsadws
,specially designed so aa to-prcvent diii*4ulties as ievere a!5 ran pently be ntiripatcd
for st~ructural tungsten-allayfSorf *ings.n C n

Prior toforging, ezch extrucled bilet vwa5-completely Ftcry~tallized-by annealing
for I hour at 3500 F. rorging was than accoraplishtd At ?ZlSO F if three st~eps, pre-
blork, blockdownk, atxs coin, tcL yield-a s,.und product with minimunum .terial loss and
excellent surface iirsh, edi-ut~l1 following thte coi~nng step, each forging wa,#s
streas relieved -4r 30 rxtnsztea at Z150 F and then burl1ed in silica sand for kglow cooling,
later, anotie r ~stes-relief ar-mazO of I~ hour at Z400-0- 2500 F was also applied-

Separato Air Farcaý ;md 4avy-sponstore(l nhet-rolhng programs are being I:on-
duc~ted to dev,4op the rauet izgmethode and technology required for the produ'.tion
of defect-freo., highly forymable unalloyead tungsten aheet material. The Fansteel
Mcetalirxgtca Corporation war. selected to conduct the Navy' a program( 26 ) while the

Universal Cyclops Steel Corporation is fulfilling tht Air Force contract. (

Fan~itla,'0(26 ) worký in which they applied the powder-metallurgical approach, Ito
currently complete. The final objective& of this program were to roll 0. Z50, 6. 100,
0. 0i60, 0.020, ",d 0.01-inciv-thikk plate -and sheet hn flat sizes up to IS by 48 inches
wlth 89 to 98 per, cent cold work.

To obtain the required thmersions, ranmaee aintered I by 6 by 13-inch hycro-
star~cally ctnipactcd billets~ at temperatures up to 4262 F (2350 C) to obtain densities
ranging Weweeti 93 and 95 per "rot of theoretical. UsIng reductions of 20 to 25 per cent
per pass, rolling temperaturea began at Z64Z F (1450 C) And finished as low as 2012 F
(1100 C),. Shoot, 6alaiation Ano~luded dlnvemnional and ultrasonic inspaction, chemical
analy.%ts, rve.overy and rac y4tallization, behavior, and the date rmniration of selected
machancAW properties, ov.c%;ding btnd d,40tllty and notched and unnotched tensile
prope rter.

From prior oxperimresotol rolling studies and property evaluations, Fanateel found
that the iowest transgtion tomperature was 4btairald from sheet wnich received a minim.ar.
of 9Z tv 95 ;our cent t.ýJurtivn &;rwing rolling with no in-process recrystallization anneal,..
Furthermorz, both the propes .,.ombinzttion of timc and tomperature to accomplish
streso-relief antnealang astd the propor bAlanc6 of deformation between rolling directifor.5
Jeross rolling) were also foond Wu have 4a ignif;4Ant infLoir-~ne on the tr.%usitton tempera-
ture. Specifically, a 1 to I ratitv icr cros;, rolling, iA C.onjunction with a 10-mainate
stress-relief anneal at Z2211 F (lZ50 C) gave a 3T bend transition temnporrature o~f 100 F,
This was the lowest trans~uom tz rperature obtained by Fansteel, and correspcor~din,;
values for straight-rolled sheet annealed ac4ording to a simidlar proceduri: v( 14 ,&t a.
200 F higher. In their prroduction lots of large-size sheets, Farncteed used thk I t,- I
cro'ss-rolling3 ratio arid a S-muumte stre %&-relief anneal it Z057 F (I1145 CQ to bii
transition temperatoures ranging btetwes-ro 2110 ;nd l890 F fur th, logit'4 iziul dirt mt~.-r,
and 400 and 280 F in tbe tranaverse directbon.
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The Universal Cyclops Steel Corporation(27) is vacuum arc melting pessed-and-
sintered electrodes to obtain arc-cast ingots of unalloyed tungsten. The end objective of
this program is to roll twenty 36by96-inch sheets in thicknesses of 20, 40, and63mili.

Sheet bars for initial rolling experiments were produced by either extruding and
iorging 3-inch-diameter arc-cast billets to 2 by 0.75-inch cross sections or by directly
extruding to a 2 by 0. 6-inch cross section. This material, both recrystallized and as
forged or as extruded, was then rolled to vheet at temperatures ranging between 2700 F
(initial) and 1900 F (final). Evaluation parameters included surface finish, rolling and
recrystallization ;ehavior, lamination tendency, bend ductility, and tensile properties.
Following this evaluation, it was found that the lowest longitidinal transition tempera-
ture for a 4T btnd, 200 F, was obtained froan material stress relieved ! hour at 1700 F
and gives a minLnum reduction of 92 per cent during rolling without recrystallization.
Furthermore, for sheet in this condition, stress-relief annealing was limited to temper-
atures below 1900 F for a 1-hour holding time.

Working under an AEC contract, the Los Alamc,- .cientific Laboratory' 2 8 ) has
investigated the feasibility of directly rolling tungsten ýsheet from una!loyed powder.
From this study, it was found that 80 to 85 per cent dense sheet, 65 mils thick by 2. 5
irch wide, could be rolled from powderi coarser than 3 microns. Subsequent sintering
at 309" F (1700 C) gave strip 90 to 95 per cent dense. Attempts to roll material thicker
than 7J mils were unsuccessful as the resultant sheet was severely laminated.

Point Deformation

The Wah Chang Corporation has been most active in the field of point deformation
with end objectives to produce 20-, 40-, and b3-mil-thick tungsten sheet ranging in
width up to 36 inches and in length to 96 inches. Wah Chang is -,-rh!-ng under two
separate programs sponsored by the Air Force and the Navy to develop technology in
this area, as follows.

There is no information in DMIC on the Air Force program( 2 9 ) other than
the initial state-of-the-art survey which issued in January, 196Z. Significautly,
the results of the survey at that time showed that extensive work had been re-
ported on the fabrication of tungster. cones and nozzles by point def,•suation.
However, only the Solar Aircraft Company and Pratt & Whitney Aircratft in-
dicated experience with the manufacture of tungsten cylinders. No organiza-
tion reported producing tungsten sheet by flow turning. Generally, ir Was
concluded that flow turning offercd numerous advantages over more conven-
tivnal methods for the forming of less ductile metals. The two techniques
for preparation of starting blanks, which appea red most promising, and
were chosen, wvere (I) aintering and ring rolling and (2) sinterlng, rolling,

forming, and joining.

Workcing under a subccontract for Wah Chang( 30 ) on the Navy program
the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Company has demonstrated an ability to flow
turn four tungsten starting matc. ials. (1) pressed and sintered, (Z) sinter-d
andi forged, (3) sintered and rolled, and (4) arc cast, extriidd, and ro~lld.
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These materials were all successfully reduced into 90-degree cones by
flow turning 20 to 25 per cent. Conir.l forming was done before attempting
cylindrical flow turning, mainly to ev.aluate the performance of the various
candidate materials. The lowest workng temperature, 600 1', was for the
arc-melted material while the as-sinrtered blanks required temperatures up
to 1400 F.

Cylindrical flow turning to produce long cylinders of tungsten sheet
was successful while using working V,-,mperatures ranging between, 1400
and 1725 F. Starting blanks for this work were prepared by forming and
welding 1/8-inch-thick sintered and ,:olled sheet into cylinliers. Both
molybdenum •nd tungsten filler metals were used in joining. Of the two,
tungsten was preferred as stronger joints with deeper weld penetration
resulted, thereby minimizing weld failure during the early stages of flow
turning.

Machir9ne

An extensive Air Force-sponsored program concerxing the .mnachinability of un-
alloyed tungsten, alpng with other refractory metals, in An progress at Mvietcut Research
Associates, Inc. ( 3 1) This work and a limited study previously conducted at Westing-
house(15) as part of a skull-melting program, are the only contracts on record at DMIC
dealing with the machinability of tungsten and tungsten-base alloys.

In the earlier work conducted at Westinghouse("'), it was found that the machin-
ability of arc-cast W-Mo alloys was generally poor wLon attempted with conventional
tooling, and decreased with IncreaEing tungsten contewa. Rilgdity of equipment sermed
to be one of the most important prerequisites to succeksful machining of unalloyed
tungsten. All of the machinýng operations, which Inch. .ed turning, drilling, and rawij,$,
were performed dry. Experience indicated that tungst. t% could be suLcestfully turned
using the following conditions, cutting speed, 150 ft , mi, feed, 0.010 in. per rev,
and depth of cut, 0. 1875 in. Under these conditions, i ,ol life of 3 to 4 cubic 'rehes
of metal per edge was obtained for Kenametal Grade K -', i carbide inserts. Standard
high-speed-steel dri'Is used at very slow speedrs and hl.,,h feed rates enabled drilling.
Sawing was used extensively in this program and was -. '-d to be more reliable than
abrasive cutting techniques. High-speed-steel blades v,.th for :th per inch gave the
beat performance. Specific conditions were 34 strokes ,.er min arna 0.003 tu 0.005-indh
depth of cut per stroke with an 800-potind load.

Metcut( 3 1 ) is conducting a systematic and extensive. at ody oi the many vars~bles
which influence the performance of several machining p.,r,.e•,scs. Specifl-.ally, a nu•rabb
of the variables being studied are (1) tool grade, (Z) tool ezetry, (3) condition of
material to be machined, (4) cutting rate, (5) feed rate, %!) dtpth of cut, (7) table sptcd,
(8) down feed, (9) cross feed, (10) wheel speed, (11) ,utt ,r, f.lid, and (12) cutting tc.jt-
perature. Optimization amnong these rn-a.y variables on t.., 4 .id of tool life at r•ni,•
temperature yielded the following results for una',loyed pry-sat ý,-and-sintc• ed tunsgst, i
with densities ranging between 70 to 96 per cent of tk.eoret-kcal.



NW,,ri• m Tool Life Ahieved
Machining Tungsvin D nc hT1s of
0peration Denaiy .ixiuteg Work Tra.vel Holes G-Ratio

Turning 70 Z5 X X X
90 U X X X
93 20 x X X

Face milling 05 X 72 X X
93 X 37 X X

End milling 85 31 X X
93 45 X X

Drilling 93 X X 7 X
Grinding 93 X X X 5. 2

The effect of workplca temperature was also Investigated In conjunction with the
drilling experiments. Thee, results were significant and indicated that drill life could
be extended from 7 holes (0. 213-inch diameter by 0.500 inch deep) at room temperature
to 10 atd V7 holes with workpiece tsmperature of 400 and 800 F, respectively.

FABRICATION AND PERFORMANCE OF ROCKET NOZZLES

Power Roll Forming

Under two programs'7,'3) funded by the Navy, the General Electric Company has
developed the technology required ;r uriesafully roll forming .'ngsten into thin-wall
rocket-nozzle liners. A brief technical &ummary of each program follows.

The objetivo:; of the first program(7) was to develop a roll-forming process
capable of pioducing thin-wall tungsten rocket-nozzle liners for the Polaris
AZA rocket motor. The surcessful approach ta this manufacturing problem
included four basic stepe:

(1) Power roll forminng a truncated cone with a 30-degree included
angle from a 0. 240-inch-thick by I -inch- .dameter tungsten plate

(2) Formation of th. nozzle contour shape by spinning the coae onto
a converging-diverging mandrel

(3) Stress-relief annealing for I hour at 1900 F

(4) Trimming the contoured cone and flanging the forward end to
complete the nozzle fabrication.
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All of the forming operations were carried out at a temnerature -f 1800 F.
This was established as the lowest permissible forming temperature, pro-
v;ded that blanks of starting material with suitable prior histories were
available for forming. In this connection, it was found that the prior metal-
lurgical history of the starting material must be carefully controlled. The
best results were obtained from material which had been warm worked 40
to 70 per cent, had a smooth surface finish, and was subsequently recrys-.
tallized to a fine-grain structure.

The Aerojet General Corporation fired one of the nozzle liners- ?roduced
by the above procedure. After 10 to 11 seconds at 6200 F and 625 Asi the liner
failed and ejected. From an evaluation of the debris it was conclded that
failure occurruid because (1) the liner thickness (46 mils) was i-,sufficient
and (2) a sever'e reaction occurred between the tungsten and iV• draphitn backup
to form low-melting carbides.

Further conelo2ions from this program were that there Is apparently
no minimum size of part which can be manufactured fromr• unalloyed tungsten
by rill lorming, although a wall thickness of 20 mils 5ems to be the thinnest
section practical.

The second prograrr.( 32 ) has a3 its objective the manufacture of three
tungsten exit liners conforming to Aerojet-Gen,'ral ripecifications and six
nozzle inserts conforming to specifications supplied by the Allegheny
Ballistics Laboratory. The technology developed under the program de-
scribed above( 1 7 ) is being successfully applied to this manufacturing effort.
To date, the three exit liners for Aero,1., -General have been fabricated and
delivered.

Plasma Sprayi iand Y or Deposition

Five programs, each funded -ýy the 4la¶vs, come under the major heading of
"Plasma Spraying and Vapor DepItA,"'. Athough novel in concept, an appraisal of

both the plasma-spraying ane va?,-cp i•n processes for the manufacture of rocket-
nozzle configurations Is strongly fX'•cL ¢v. the basis of economic considerations. The
main potential advantage of t&'Ž procesrset ovez. roll-forming techniques is that they
offer a direct, .eans for the forr'tatior of rocket-nozzle component#.

The General Electr'z Company( 7 ) has conducted the only program on record at
DMIC which dealt specifically -with the plasma-spray deposition of tungsten to form
rocket nozzles. In this work, tun&gsten nozzle inserts, specified by the Atlantic Research
Corporation (ARC), were built up by arc spraying eitler 40-mil wire or minus Z00-mesh
powder on remtiovable mandrels. However, during the time allotted to this program,
the effort to deveiop a relhable m;i.thod for spray fabricating tungsten nozzles arid exit
liners was not successful.

Nozzle inswrt8 (84 to 58 per cent dense) prepared by both powder atnd wirv sprayiu'
were tested at A.RC uring an aluminized solid propellart and chamber pressurt,s up to
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900 psi. Neither type of nozzle verformed satisfactorily under these conditions-
Severe errosion resulted in both cases, although the pow~ler-sprayed tungsten per-
formed sornewhat better than the wire-fprayed tungsten.

Markedly improved tungsten depoe'ts resulted when depcs.tioa wes accomplishcd
in an inert-atmosphere chamber. Nozazles prepared in this mannire 'Vtre tested at GOF
using the liquid-propellant combinatiorn of LOX and JP-4 and at AIl'. using aluminized
solid propellants. The test results from these firings were inconcwxie,

Four contractors, High Temperature Materials, Lnc. (33), Bureaý, of Mines (Rolla,
Mo. )(I7), National Bureau of Standards(l 6 ), and Battelle Memorial Instau w ), have
studied the vapor deposition of tungsten on graphite rocket now.les and on . I-iner in-
serts. Deposition in each case was accomplished by-the reducUon of WF 6 bl hydrogen.

Hardware commitments by High Temperature Materials(33? included two firzt-
stage exit liners and six second-stage throat inserts for Polaris A-3 rocket motors.
Also. four second-stage inserts were prepared for subsequent testing at the Allegheny
Ballistics Laboratory. As a result of this work, technolopy and facilities were devolopec
which were sufficient for the production, in quantity, of nozzles with uniform. coatings of
vapor-deposited t~ingsten in thicknesses up to 0. 250 inch, One of the major obstacles in
the preparation of crack-Y'ree nozzles was obtaining a graphite mandrel that matched the
coefficient of expansion of tungsten. Missmatch between the two coefficients led to re-
sidual stresses within the tungstý-zP and subsequent cracking during cooling to room
temperature.

Additional mechanical-property studies of vapor-deposited tungsten Indicated that
it compares favorably in strength with powder-metallurgy tungsten. Also, the recrys-
tallization temperature of w'por-deposited tungsten was found to be greater Xhan 3632 F
(ZOOo C).

Each of the three remaining programs concerning vapor deposition were admin-
istered by the Special Projec's Office of the Navy. Contracting firms were Battelle
Memorial institute(34 ), the National Bureau of Standards( 1 6 ), and the Bu-eau of Mines
(Rolla, Mo.)(17). All of the ccntractor-. btudied the deposition of tungsten on graphite
inse-ets; only the Bureau of Minws succeeded in obtaining an adequate mechanical bond
between the two materials, In this work, as-coated tungsten layers, with and without
rhenium barrier layers between them and the graphite, ranged bctween 50 to 100 mils
in thickness. Several of the nozzles prepared by the Bureau of Mines performed satis-
factorily when tested at the Aerojet Getg.eral Corporation using aluminized solid propellant
with flame temperature- and chamber pressures up to 6180 F and 1000 psi, respectively.
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JOINING

Welding

The Hamilton Standard Division of the United Aircraft Corporation(3 5 ), working with
unalloyed tungsten, demonstrated the feasibiE'ty of producing sound crack-free electron-
beam welds in thicknesses up to 0. 10 inch. Evaluation of welded coupons to determine
optimum welding conditions included tensile testing at room tempcrature) 2200, 2500,
and 2800 F and bend testing. Maximum weld strength and ductility were associated
with minimum fusion and heat-affected zones in combination with a small grain size and
a smooth continuous weld bead. At temperatures approaching that for recrystallization,
weld strengths were equivalent to those of the base metal. However, at room tempera-
ture weld strength was only 50 per cent of the base-metal strength. The transition
temperature of the beat welds was 1100 F, as compared to 650 F for, recrystallized
base metal. Undercut weld beads were Initially a problem; this difficulty was eliminated
by combining X-beam oscillations (in direction of bead) with extremely high welding
speeds. For 50-mil sheet, the final weld conditions were 145 kv, 16 ma, 100 1pm, with

a 0.065 X-beamn oscillation. These conditions gave a very narrow fusion zone and nearly
e&iminated the heat-affected zone.

The General Electric Company, under separate programs uponsored by the Navy
and Air Force, has been very active in the field of electron-beam welding. A review of

the welding technology accumulated under each program follows.

The enO objective of the welding phase of the program for the Navy( 7 )

was to denronstrate the feasibility of manufacturing rocket nozzles by girth

welding roll-formc-l cones to form the required converging-divnrging shape.
Trial welding studies and evaluat"n.. were initially conducted on sheet
cnupons before attempting to join roll-formed cones. The results obtained
from the evaluation, were nearly identical to those subsequently achieved
by Hamilton Standard, that is, poor low-temperature ductility and tensile
strcngth. It was concluded that although the production of nozzles w-is

feasible, the extreme brittleness and low fracture strength at room tem-
plrature placed a serious limitation on the fabrication of nozzles by welding.

As a part cf the program for the Air Force,(35) the properties of
fusion welds produced in powder-metallurgy tungsten sheet and in electron-
beam-melted '.ngsten sheet were evaluated. Welding was accomplished by
both TIG and electron-beam techniques. In this connection, considcrable
porosity was noted in the welds of powder metallurgy tungsten while none
were observed in the welds of the electron-beam material. Depending on
the preparation technique applied to t',e as-welded coupons (anneal and/or
polish), the zero-ductility transition temperature varied betwcon 356 and
482 F (190 and 250 C).

In an effort to Improve the low-ternpcrature ductility oi tW.g'tvn
through alloying, a scries of 10 binary and tt rnary alluys cvrnt,•inng dilute
additiopý of rheni., tartalun, zirconiun,, hafnium, yttr.1j-, thoriuhrt. and
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carbon were electron-beam melted and rolled to sheet. The transition
temperature of each alloy, both recrystallized and as welded, was then
determined by bend testing. From this work, it was found that the weld-
mentr in the alloys exhibited bend ductilities equivalent to those observed in
recrystallized nonwelded samples of the same material. The lowest tran-
sition temperature, 30Z F (150 C), was obtained with the composition
W-0.97Hf-0. 033C.

Aeroprojects is currently investigating the development of technology and equip-
ment for the ulvrasonic welding of tungsten sheet under respective Navy( 3 7 ) and Air
Force(3 8 ) cont acts. To date, under the Navy program(37T, the conditions for ac-
complishing tungsten-tungsten jointo have been established using 5-mil-thick sheet.
However, subsequent testi., g and examination of coupons welded at an acoustical power
input of 1600 watts revealed uevere cracking in the weld-zone areas, in conjunction
with poor tensile-shear-strength properties. The technical plan for the Air Force-
sponsored program(3 8 ) has three phases. Under Phase I, the feasibility of producing
ultrasonic welds in combinations of tungsten with other refractory materials and super-
alloys was demonstrated. Phase II, currently in progress, has as its objective the
development of equipment and techniques to join thicknesses of tungsten up to 0. 10 inches.
Theoretical estimates indicate that electrical power inputs of approximately 25 kw to the
transducer assembly may be required to fulfill this objective. The performance char-
acteristics of the welding equipment developed under Phase II will be evaluated in
Phase MI.

Brazing and Bonding

Considerable effort, under four Government contracts, has beear devoted to the
development of low-temperature brazing alloys for high-temperature service. Although
the alloy systems being studied in each program differ, nearly identical approaches in
each are being fo..owed with respect to the evaluation and testing techniques employed.
Separate discitotdions of the four programs are presented as follows.

In work conaticted for the Army at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technolo y( 3 9 ) the conceptc of activated sintering developed under previous
projects(g 6) were applied to the joininug of 5-roil-thick tungsten strip. High-
quality lap (single and double) joints were accomplished by initially electro-
plating 10-5 to 10- 6 -inch layers of nickel or palladium cm the surfaces to be
joined and then diffusion bonding the clamped assembly for short periods of
time in the temperature range 832 to Z01Z F (1000 to 1100 C). All of the
resultant joints were brittle in bending and tension at room temperature,
but remained sound with a load-carrying capacity kt temperatures up to
4000 F (2200 C). Extensive recrystalliration occurred in the tungsten
adjacent to the bonding interface in each sample anti it was concluded
from theoretical considerations that grain growth would inevitably accompany
any transport process which permits tungsten to bond to itself.

The Solar Aircraft Company( 4 0 ) recently completed work on & program

for the Navy wItO the intended objective of developing low-icnsperature (bel.w

that for tungsten recrybtallization) brazing alloys for high-tcniperature L,'r-
vice from the reactive Pt-B systenms. The umaxiirnu rcrelt-ternawr.,turv
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capability of this sysLem is 4460 F, corresponding to a peritectic reaction

in the W-Pt system. Braze-alloy compositions from Pt-lB to Pt-4. 5B

were evaluated for reinelt temperatures after resistance brazing for 5

seconds at 2000 F and then diffusion heat treating for various time-

temperature combinations. The highest remelt temperatures obtained

were between 3800 and 3900 F. Subsequent metallographic examination

of the brazed joints revealed that the remelt temperature was limited by

the presence of WzB (melting point - 3450 F), No recrystallization was

noted in the base metal. Further work attempted to eliminate or minimize

the formation of WzB through the addition of halide salts to the initial braze-

alloy mixture. Boron halides are volatile; therefore, it was thought but not

proven that the boron concentration could be reduced through volatilization

with a corresponding increase in the remelt temperature from 3800 to 4200 F.

Under an Army contract currently in progress at Aerojet General

Corporation( 4 1), three groulps of braze alloys have been selected for study,

as follows:

(1) Pure metals or combinations of them

(Z) Binary chromium alloys

(3) Commercially available brazing alloys.

Initially, 1 I alloys were chosen which included aluminum, 7ZTi-Z8Ni, LM

Nicrobraze, Coast Metals 62, GE J8100, Premabraze 101, 50Ti-50Ni,

40Ti-40Ni-20Cr, Z5Ti-50Ni-Z5Cr, 5OCr-SONIp 3bCr-6ZPd. Lap-joint

assemblies of unalloyed tungsten and each alloy were brazed for 5 minutes

at temperatures ,anglng from 1320 to Z700 F. All of tho alloys except

aluminum and the Ti-Ni-Cr co. 4 lnations gave good joints. After brazing,

the lap joints were diffused for Z to 19 hours at temperatures between 1950

and 2250 F. In each instance, the diffusion heat treatments were insufficient

to produce rearystallization in the base metal, however, subsequent metal-

lographic examination revealed extensive recrystallization in the tungsten

adjacent to the braze alloy. Evaluation of the brazed joints included remelt

testing on sing!e-lap joints and shear-strength testing on double-lap speci-

mens. The highest remelt temperatures, approximately 4500 F, were con-

sistently obtained for Coast Metals 62, GE 38100 and LM Nicrobraze using

an induction-heating technique. Final evaluation included the fabrication of

a segmented standard (MERM) rocket nozzle by brazing stacks of 60-.mil-

thick tungsten washers into the required nozzle configuration. Only the

three braze alloys showing the highest remelt temperatures were employed

for this final test. Only the nozzle brazed with Coast Metals 62 performed

satisfactorily during a 60-second test fire at 4900 F and 750 psi.

Further work was conducted with Coast Metals 6Z and a re-evaluation
of the remelt temperature indicated a value of only 400V F. For this work an

oxyacetylene-flamc heat source was used for a close simulation of nozAl, tir-

ing conditions. At present, 41000 F is considered to be an unsatisfactory

remelt tvrnycrature for tungsten-t-.-tungfaten joints, therefore, other brazc

alloys with potent- "I for incrcased re.neft tcmpuraturts arc being studie'd,

These include 50Cr-SONih, bWPd-34Cr, and ntckl,.
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Work at the General Electric Corporation(3g) for the Air Force includes
the development of brazing maieriais for columbium-base alloys as well as
unalloyed tungsten. With respect to unalloyed tungsten, the objective is to
develop braze alloys with brazing temperatures near 3000 F with remelt
temperatures greater than 3500 F. Eight columbium- and tantalum-baze
ternritry compositions potentially capable of fulfilling the objectives of this
program have been selected for study. Each of these alloys consists of two
or more metals, compatible with tungsten to some extent, plus a melting-
temperature depressant such as silicon or boron. The initial brazing
studies conducted to date have been confined to the binary compositions
80Cb-ZOTi and Cb-2. ZB. Both of these alloys increased the bend transition
temperature in the vicinity of the Joint to a point 50 to 100 F above that of
the recrystallized base metal, which was 600 F.

OXIDATION AND OTHER HIGH-TEMPERATURE REACTIONS

The current and projected uses for tungstan in rocket and spacecraft appllcat!ons
at ultrahigh temperatures has presented numerous problems. The most difficult prob-
lem is oxidation resistance, but otthers include erosion and corrosion in rocket-nozzle
exhaust atmospheres and melting reactions when tungsten is in contact with other re-
fractory materials.

Oxidation

Westinghouse( 4 2 ) has conducted a fundamental study of the :xidation of tungsten
and its alloys involving oxidation kinetics, thermodynamic meat.., ýments of the tungsten-
oxygen system, and crystal-structure studies. Oxidation kinetics were studied by ex-
pouing tungsten at 932 to 3092 F (500 to 1700 C) in an atmosphere of oxygen at I x 10-1
to I x 10-3 mm of mercury. It % -s found that oxidation was diffusion controlled belcov
I 112 F (600 C). Cracked surface oxide resulted in an inconsist•r, ',t of oxidation data
to the parabolic rate law between 1202 and 174Z F 1650 and 950 C). Above 2192 F
(1200 C) and at a pressure c" lees than- ! x 10-1 in an atmosphere of oxygen, the oxide
vaporized ap fast as it formed. Oxidation between 1472 and 3092 F (800 and 1700 C)
was found to be independent of the o,%iee evaporation rate and to be linear, resulting in
either no protection or the formation of a very thin barrier layer. A strongly adherent
purple scale formed on the substrate, but kinetic data revealed it tv, be nonprotective,
Alloying tungsten with tantalum improved the oxidation resistance. W-10Ta and
W-25Ta oxidized at a rate 40 per cent that of unalloyed tungsten, while %:,e oxidation
rate of W-50Ta appeared to be about 10 per cent of that for tungsten.

The heat of formation and free energy of formation were determined for WO,
W1 8 0 4 9 1 W 20 0 5 8 , and W0 3 , dnd valueo were corr.pared with those from other
investigators.

It
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The Ohio State University(43) recently completed a 3- year investigation of the

oxidation behavior of tungsten. Thermodynamics, kinetics, and oxide volatility -,-ere
studied. Experimental chemical-equilibria data were used to calculate heat and free-

energy values and to establish the stability of the various oxide bpecies. A proposcd
W-O phase diagram shows the phases W 3 0 (from another investigator), W07, W 1 8 0 4 9 ,
W20058, and V10 3. The upper temperature at which W 3 0 is stable was taken from
other work as 1337 F (725 C). W 2 0 0 5 8 and W 1 8 0 4 9 were calculated to be unstable be-
low 903 and 1085 F (481 and 585 C), respectively. Hence, the coexistence of WeZ and
W0 3 is possible below 904 F (485 C).

O.idation of tungsten at 1256 to Z01Z F (680 to 1100 C) under 0.05 to 0. ZI atmos-
phere of oxygen demonstrated that the mechanism is diffusion of oxygen ions through
the scale to the metal-oxide interface. Kinetics initially followed the parabolic rate
law, but then changed to iMnear bthavior with increased time. We 2 was observed only
at low temperatures and for very short times. An intermediate blue oxide, thought to
be W 1 80 4 9 or W2 0 0 5 8 grew to a limiting thickness of 10 microns and then decreased
in thickness. The outer oxide region was porous W0 3 at all temperatures. Activation
energies calcislated from rate constant data were 35 kcal in the parabolic range and
36. 5 kcal in fe linear range; indicating that diffusion through the blue oxide layer was

the controllin f step in both processes. Only WeZ formed when tungsten was oxidized
under I x 10-0 atmosphere of oxygen. The parabolic rate constant for WeZ growth
under these conditions appeared to be a linear function of the one-fifth power of the
oxygen pressure, which agrees with the oxidation mechanism proposed for a metal-
deficient lattice. The protection afforded by the We 2 layer broki down when W18049
formed.

The study of oxide volatility revealed tham the volatilization rates increase with
temperature according to an Arrherius plot. Volatilization rates 'f We 2 , W 1 80 4 9 ,
and W 2 0 0 5 8 IncreaseC linearly with the partial pressure of water vapor. Volatilization
rates increased in the following order (temperature and water-vapor-pressure constant)'
(1) WO 2 , (2) W 1 80 4 9 , and (3) W0 3 .

Lockheed( 4 4 ) has studied the oxidation behavior of tungsten at 2372 to 5432 F
1! 300 to 3000 C) at air pressures from I to 40 mm of rrw-rcury. Oxidation rates were
linear with time (at constant pressuie), and tungsten oxide was found to volatilize as
rapidly as it formed, leaving the tungsten surface bright and clean. An Arrhenlus rate
equation established the heat of activation to be 31,500 calories per mole. The linear
rate constant K was found to be pressure (p) dependent according to the relationship

K = 14 p0.6Z

indlcating that the linear rate constant decreases with decreasing pressure. Surfacc-
recession measurements showed that a tungsten sheet exposed at 3200 F (1760 C) under
I mrr. air pressure for I hour wuuld suffer a reduction in thickness of 12 mils.

A sharp break occurred in plots of oxidation rate versus temperature at 3182 to
3452 F (1750 to 1900 C) due to dissociation of W0 3 . The rate changed again at 4892 F
(Z700 C), presumably due to vcolatilizatio.n of tungsten.
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The University of California( 4 5 ) has stud'ed the reaction kinetics of O2 N?, and
NO with tungsten at 3050 to 4220 F (1950 to 2600 K) under I x 10-8 to 1 x 1 0 -1 atmosphere
of gas pressure. It was found that the rate of reaction of tungsten with oxygen decreases
with increasing temperatures. This is because at a fixed pressure of 02 the surface
concentration of oxygen decreases with increased temperature, due to de',.reased prob-
ability of surface reaction. Hence, the oxidation activation energy was dependent on
both pressure and temperature. This presumably was because surface oxygen concen-
tration was the rate-det rmining step, which depended in turn upon the 02 pressure and
the temperature.

A tungsten filament was heated to 4580 F (2800 K) in 1 x 10-6 atmosphere of

nitrogen, with no evidence of reaction.

Nitric oxide is known to dissociate to 02 and N2 at a hot filament. Other investi-
gators have established that the activation energies for tunsten-oxygen and tungsten-
nitric oxide reactions were nearly the same, so it was expected that NO dissociation
was not the rate-controlling step in the oxidation process. The rate of tungsten oxidation
by NO was found to be three times that for the corresponding pressure of oxygen.

Erosion and Corrosion in Nozzle Environments

Tungsten degradation under simulated solid-propellant nozzle conditions has been
studied by Stanford Research Institute(46). Tungsten rod was positioned perpendicular
to a high-velocity-arc plasrna to obtai-i surface temperatures of 5072 to 6062 F (2800 to
3350 C) while CO2 and A12 0 3 were injected separately (different test runs) into the
plasma. Tungsten erosion by CO2 was primarily dependent on the CO 2 flux incident
upon the tungsten surface and relatively Independent of specimen temperature and type
of tungsten (pure tungsten or W-MTh). The principal erosion pr:,'.ct was a yellow
powder identified as W0 3 by X-ray diffrartion. Theeafore, the erosion mechanism
was believed to be formation and vaporization of the tungsten oxide. The investigation
of tungsten erosion by A1 20 3 is not yet completed.

The chemical reactions between tungsten and some constituents found in the ex-
haust stream of solid-propellant motors were also studied under static conditions in the
temperature range from 3632 to 5792 F (2000 to 3200 C). The following reactions were
observed, listed in decreasing order of importance:

(1) 3H 2O + W - W03 + 3H2

(2) 3CO 2 +W - W0 3 + 3CO

3 3

(4) Transfer of tungsten throu,' liquid Al1O 3 .

Experiments suggested that increasing tht HCI in exhaust gas would decreasc thC .Ar'101..1

of alumina deposited on nozzle and Jetevator surfa%,es by Lquation (3). The cornbir.tti:m,,
of W +IICI, W +CO, W +H', W +-NZ, W +Al,0 3 +CO, W +AlO 3 +H2, andW IVAl O 1
+ N2 were virtually nrnreactive, Therv was no significant rt.ction betwtnr tutqg,tt I oltd
liquid AlgO,
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Atlantic Research Corporation(4 7 ) also has investigated the reactionu between
tungsten and the hot combustion products of solid propellants. One series of experi-
ments consistcd of passing pure gas over a tungsten filament heated to 4600 to 5500 F.
The principal conclusions were

(1) H 2 0 and CO 2 rapidly oxidize tungsten. Increased partial pressures of
H 2 and CO, respectively, decrease the oxidation rate due to decreased
driving force.

(2) HCl and HF were essentially nonreactive.

Another experimental technique consisted of embedding a tungsten wire in a propellant
strand and burning the propellant in a combustion bomb under nitrogen pressures of 300
to 1000 psi. Flame temperatures ranged from: 4700 to 6500 F, combustion products
ranged from neutral to slightly oxidizing. Thi. test results agreed with observations of
subscale rocket motor tests, namely,

(1) A fluorocarbon (binder) propellant did not affect tungsten.

(2) Slightly oxidizing propellants resulted in tungsten oxidation.

(3) W 2 C formed with one particular propellant (Arcite 373).

(4) Tungsten melting occurred at the 6500 F flame temperature.

PROTECTIVE COATINGS

For those applications wherein oxidat~on or erosion r,'.-tance of tungsten is in-
adequate it becomes net.essary to apply a refractory coating to the surface to obtain th,
deslied s.Arface stability. The technology of tungsten coatings is not nearly so advani-ed
as for col .nbiam and molybdenum, becaise of the difference in emphasis placed un these
materials for structural applications where coatings are necessary.

General Telephune( 4 8 ) is analyzing the basic factors involved in oxidation proteuttira
of tungsten to establish criteria for coatings for service above 3300 F. Silicide covtangs
were found to be limited to temnperatures below 3600 F by the following factors.

(1) Melting of the W 5Si 3 -WSi 2 eutectic seems to cause failure at about
3450 F.

(2) The calculated evaporation rate of the protective SiO2 oxide is quite
high at 3600 F (about 1 g per sq cm per hr).

(3) The Si + SiO? - ZSiO (gas) reaction couold account for significant
coating loss at 3600 F.

It was cuncluded that neA typt s of .c.atings based un higher inching refractwry t.Adt S A,

necessary. ThOZ, HfO/, UO,1 and ZrOZ are the mtst suitable in tvrms vf rrirak.t,'ý-r..
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and stability. The problem of producing such an oxide in situ on tungsten o3ubstrate is
being studied as the next step in the research program.

New York Universiiy(4 9 ) established the feasibility of protecting tungsten from
oxidation with silicide coatings applied by pack cementation. The major coating phase
was identified as WSiz. The coating provided oxidation protection at 3300 F for times

up to 10 hours. The "disilicide pest", which is an anomalous mechanism causing re-
duced coating life at lower temperatures, resulted in coating lives of on!y 5 to 15 hours
at 1200 to 2300 F.

Silicide-base coatings are also being studied under Air Force sponsorship at
Thompson Ramo Wooldridge( 5 0 ). The coatings are applied by one or more pack-
cementation cycles to incorporate desired modifiers, and they usually are given a final
controlled preoxidation treatment in wet hydrogen. Titanium, zirconium, and boron
appear to improve coating performance. Codeposition of tungsten plus silicon has been

found stwierior to simple silicon deposition. Coating lives of the most promising coat-
ings in furnace-oxidation tests Are .-ummarized in Table I below. Tho problem of
anomalous failure at lower temperatures (1800 F) still remains to be solved for these

coatings. The estimated maximum service temperature of 3650 F for TRW coatings is
consistent with the 3600 F maximum predicted by General Telephone for all silicide-
base coatings.

TABLE I. CYCLIC-FURNACE-OXIDATION LIVES OF TRW
TUNGSTEN-COATING SYSTEMS

Protective LIeu1 , hour _ _

Coating System 1800 F 2500 F 3000 F 3300 F s-,iO F 3600 F

Silicon(b) 22 16 0.2 - -

(Si-W)-O 15 - 25 40 - 50 27 - 47 5 - 10 1 -8 1

Ti-Zr-(Si-W)-O Z - L0 36 35 - 7U 14 - 26 2 - 5 1

Ti-(Zr-B)-(Si-W)-O - - 34 16

(s) 1,+kjo x .r cycle betwo+. IritcarkA at 1-1.g z

Value Fginerring( , ua• investigated electrndeposited chrornnhm-base c,-rmet
coatings for tungsten, and identified ZrBZ and Z.-rO as two o( the rn,,st proxrwsng addi-
tives. Thirty minutes of protection was achieved in , kni-tuch ttcsts at 3900 F.

Manufacturing Laboratoriv.s lnL. (52), has investigatetd diffubion barrit .s f-,
tungsten under an Air Force contract, Tht psrposu hks bit'n to dvwlp --. daifu4nT1
barrier for th¢ interface btt%%,v_ tung.sl n .atnd an d~tii,-r+il-tart -I .. tf-, I, rhMnat.
the putential probh'rn of dtrvrivratisiu vi b4,bbtsdtr .0- cc;ir., p'opo Ito by ddkil'o -n.
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Tungsten-barrier and barrier-chrom-,im diffu3ion couples (exemplary of oxidation-
resistant coating) were annealed at 309Z and 3Z7Z F (1700 and 100 C) and then Pvaluatad
by conventional diffusion-analysis techniques, Interdiffusion was found to decrease as
the minimum solidus temperature of the tungsten-barrier binary system increased.
Rhenium, ruthenium, and iridium were selected as the optimum barrier metals for
tungsten. These selections do not take into account coating-barrier diffusion reactions,
bccause practical tunessten-banrier-coatin a diff(.ion eolnp_,_nes he not ben evaluated.

PROPERTIES

The majority of the property data for tungsten and tungsten-base alloys have been
contributed from research with objectives other than property studies. This is not un-
usual sihnce the determination of mechanical and physical propcrtica is generally the
mosi eo..m..on and sometimes the only means of evaluating the quality of a material.
Therefore, being cognizant of the naturally large distribution of property data, this
particular section is limited to only those contracts with specific objectives to deter-
mine selected properties. Following this plan, a review of contracts at DMIC indicate
that a total of 12 programs qualify under the limitation imposed. Only 5 of these 1Z
are summarized in this section since detailed or significant information was not avail-
able from the remaining 7.

The National AP onautics and Space Administration seems to bb most active in
the area of property stu.Ues on tungsten and tungsten-base alloys. In three separate
studies( 5 3 ý54,55) they have released data or.. (1) effect of surface condition on the
ductile to brittle transition temperature, (2) effect of strain rate on tensile properties
at high temperature, (3) tensile and stress-rupture properties of some W-Mo alloys
at high temperature. A brief summary follows.

The effects of surface conditions on the ductile-to-brittle transition
temperature of recrystallized tungsten were evaluated by testing in tension(5 3 ).
Several surface treatments were applied with the results indicaling an electro-
polished (10 mils removed from the diamrn;er) or oxidized surface exhibited the
lowest transition temperature, 415 F. Results from notched specimens (Kt = 6)
indicated that the transition temperature is increased by 360 F, and that above
the transition temperature tungsten is notch strengthened.

The effect of strain rate on the tensile properites oi recrystallized tungsten
was evaluated from strain rates of 0.OOZ to ZO inches per inch per minute( 5 4 ).
Results from this work showed that at a constant temperature, increasing the
strain rate increased the uttimate tensile strength significantly. Also, increasing
the strain rate at temperatures above 3000 F increased the ductility.

Tensile tests were conducted over the temperature range 2500 to 4400
to determine the tenslu piuperties of W-10Mo, W- 5Mc, and VV -50Mo alloys
Results qhcwed the 10 and Z5 per cent alloys to have higher tenrile strength3
than unalloyed tungsten at Z500 and 3000 F and ctquivalent stri-ngth to aboit
3500 F. Above 3500 F thv. strýngth of ut.ll•hcycd tungsten was wuperiwo to th.it
of either of the alloys. Strati-r•iylrk tvý,ts a• dre o c. ndktct.d on tt.. W-50.o

alloy ovter the ttenri.attr rng. Z50 t" " F it w'ith tilt a'-%rMd ilf crystallized cor~diticrvi.
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The Hughes Tool Company(5 6 ), working under an Air Force contract, is studying
the mechanica, properties of commercially available tungsten sheet. In the initial
quality-control phast., hardness, microstructure, chemical impurities, flexural prop-
erties, and tensile strength were detcrrnined on material from three ven•dors. From the
test results generated during the first phase, a materials specification was established
requiring a large hot-cold reduction during rolling for material for study during the
second phase.

During the second phase, tensile tests were conducted on material from five
different sources at room temperature, 1000, 2000, 3")O, and 4400 F, In this con-
nection it is significant to note that material from one producer consistently displayed
a limited amount of plastic deformation at room temperature.

As a portion of the work conducted under a Navy contract, the Aerojet-General
Corporation( 5 7 ) determined the melting points and spectral and total emissivities for
tungsten with densities from 70 to 90 per cent of theoretical. Spectral emissivities
ranged from 0. 37 to 0.415 and total emisoivities ranged from 0. 315 to 0.375 over the
temperature range 2642 to 498Z F (1450 to 2750 C). Furthermore, a higher value of
spectral emissivity (0. 65p) waz indicated for porous tungsten than for dense tungsten.

PHYSICAL METALLURGY

Much effort has been and is currently being expended to improve the low-
temperature ductility of tungsten and to develop workable high strength alloys for appli-
cation in the 3000 to 4000 F temperature range. To complement these broad topics
which fall within the scope -f alloy development, a considerable amount of effort is also
being devoted to more fundamental studiee Q-4 the mechanical pronk-ties and alloying
behavior of unalloyed tungsten. Thcrefore, this section dealing with the physical metal-
lurgy of tungsten-base material is most easily discussed in two parts -alloy development
and fundamental studies.

Alloy Development

In separate phases established under an Army contract, the Armour Research
FoujationJ65) Is investigating liquid-phase sintering with respect to improved fabrica-
bility anO low-temperature ductility.

Thu* general objective under orie phase is to lay the foundation for a ne* and im-
proved technique of fabricating tungsten sheet. The new apprroach, which wta reit.nt)y
demonstrated as bing successful, takes advantage uf the cold ductility oi a two-phase,
W-Ni-Fe composition during breakdown rolling. Prior to finish rolling, the low-
melting W-Ni matrix is removed by zone refining leaving essentially purv. turgstnxi to be
finished to sheet. The primary advantage to thix ,jnlque rsroi.vss is that it liprc,%vs
materia! recovery and therefore the economy of the shv.vt-r:l~iig process.

II
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Thc second p)-.*c nas as its objective the development of ductile tungsten alloys
fur use at temp~iatures above V, (2000 C). The approac~a errployed liquid-phase
sintering wVhc*'-' ;.aAu; i -. t particles were rounded and completely sur-
rounded by ,& i4 envelope phase. Ternary additions to WV-Pt and W-Pd base4
bhowcd-little or no promire. for achieving the desired effecz.3 as envelope phases. How -

'xl~ith W-l5Th and W-ZOTli indicated tet'at ehese alloys were capable
- ~saat aturedeformation, possessed good high-teny.p_(%rature strength, and have

ri- e ,itiui n poi - ts e;Z6Ziling 36372 F (2000 C).

The General Electric Co,-npany(3 6 ) in y~ork for the Air Force has completed a
study of the. fpw.o"'md fiacture behavior of ten W-Re, XV-Ru, W-Hf, WV-Hf-C, and W-B
alloys. Each of the alloys was initially prepared by vacuun, melting and was then ex-
Lrudcid and rolled to sheet material for subsequent mechanical-property evaluations.
The most signifi~..ant findi~ng from the property studies was the Fxceptional combinations
of strength and ductility shown by..a. W-Z7Re ahLoy with some sigma phase present in the

_as --r91led structure. The dactile-to-brittle transition temperature for this alloy in
either the wrought or fino-gralnod recrystallized conditions was about -100 F and
the corresponding yield, strength was approximately 400,000 psi. Transition tempera-
tures in the r-ange 75 to 150 XF rcisulted from annealing treatments which produced
larger grained single-phase structures in this same alloy.

Other Important reaults from this work included inforroation conceorning the effect
of interstitial solutes on ductility. It was found that fracture in tungsten-base materials
v~as more ctependent on changes in the distribution of int~.-ititial atoms t~t on the grain
size per se. By varying the cooling rate it was found that the transition tsmp'ýratura of
certain alloys could be varied by nearly 300 F. Low cooling rates glAtý the lowest
transitaon temperatures and presumably provide sufficient time for the Interstitials to
prec~ipitate from solution and aegrogate to the grain boundar.ca, thus reducing dislocation
locking and lmprovini, ductility.

In work for the Bureau of Naval Weapons, flatt..hlc sýIiszivrial Institute( 6 6 ) has
demonvntrated the additive effect of both inert oxide dispecrsions and critical amounts of
Groups VII and VIII metals in lowering the duc-tile-to-brittle transition temperature of
tungsten in both the wrought or recrystallized form. The lowest transition tempera-
tures were in the range 167 to 185 F (75 to 85 C) as compared to 410 F (210 C) for un-
alloyed material. The most ductile alloys were W-5Re-2. 2ThOZ, W-IO'S-4. 4Th0 2 ,
and W-0. 31r-4. 4ThOZ. Furthermore, these ternary additions were found to increase
the recrystallization temperature and decrease tl1.e recrystallized grain size.

The Climax Molybdenum Company h. conducted extensive investigations to de -
velop wurkable tungsten-base alloys wtth high -temperature pruperties superior to thuse
uf unalloyed tungsten. As discussI Mg w, the majority of this work is Included undcr
three programs, two for the NavyU ~, and a third for the Air Fortce( 9 ).

The effect of cobalt, columbium, hafnium, tantalum, vanadium, and
zirt-onium were investigated for the Navy with respect to thecir effects on
the lattice parameter, hiAdnesti, arid oxidation, r,-ist.-rc of tunxgsten(6)
Vanadium was the only element found to contract the tungsten lattice. Ba'-,.d
on hardness measurements at room temperature and 1600 F, cobalt %as thc!
most potent hardener. Coltwibium, hafnium, tantalumi, and zirconium .11l
reduced the oxidation rat.; of turm:gýtvrm but inot tct the oxtunt that the cffvcts
were of any practical sigrififcnnre.
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Successful extrusion proceduren were developed for arc-c.abt unalloyed
tungsten-and the 10, 30, aiA 50 per cent molybdenum compositivas each ,on-
taining a 0. Cl per cent addition of carbon on the study for the Air Force(19 ).
With the exception of unalloyed tunbstcn, each of thebe materills were suc-
cessfully converted to bar stock by rolling. Testing ,ndicated the best strength
properties for the W-30Mo alloy and the best stress-rupture properties for the
W-10Mo alloy. At 2400 F in the stress-relieved condition, W-30Mo had a
tonsile strength of 64,000 psi ana W-10Mo withstood 2.6 hours at 40,000 psi
before rupture.

The Navy project to develop vacuum arc-cast tungsten-base alloys
which .an be worked in the cast state and which will possess high strengths
coupled with acceptable ductility in the wrought conditions is currently in
progress(6 8 ). Seven tungsten-base alloys containing dilute additions of
molybdenum, columbium, hafnium, and zirconium are being studied. To date,
all seven alloys have been successfull mIelted and converted to 1/2-Inch bar
stock by extrusion and swaging.

Under two Air Force contracts, the Crucible Steel Company( 6 9 ,70) is investigating
the turgsten-richl alloys with.n the W-Ta-Mu-Cb qtiaternary system. A brief summary
of the objectives and achievements in each program is presented below.

In one program(6 9 ), 20 alloys were investigated for their structural
potenriai at temporaturca abuov -a250 . 48emozt outst~and~in twipastert-base
alloy s,.reened from these studies and tested in the as-extruded condit~on was
W-5. 7M1o-5. 7Cb. The results of tensile and stress-rupture testing indicated
an ultimate tensile strength of 6Z,000 psi at 3000 F and creep elongation of
0. 09 per cent after stress-rupture testing 5 hours under 7,000 psi at 3000 F.

In the second program(70) the objectives m.vre to evaluate sheet samples
of six high-strength a)olys from the W- ra-Mo-Cb syster -. to# increase the
high-ter perature strength of these alloys •itl disp,,rsed carbide phases. Of
the six alloys selected, only two were tungsten base, W-6Mo-bCb and
W-20Ta- lIMo. tlubsequent tensile tests on these at 3000 F in the as-extruded
condition (3 to I roduction) it.dicated ultimate strengths of 62,000 and 68,000
psi for the W-6Mo-6Cb 4nd W-2OTa-IZMo compositions, respectively.
Further attempts to fabricate: these alloys to sheet were unsuccessful.

Additional work to achieve even Srs-atvr nig, -temperature strengths
resulted in two carbide-dispersion alloys, W-I"'Cb-0. 14Zr-0. 19C and
W-120'b-0. 12Zr-0. ;9V-0.07C. Tensile tvsts at 35U0 F in the as-extruded
condition indicated ultirnmte strengths of 49,000 and 57,000 psi for the
Zr-C and V-Zr-C alloys, respecti.ely.
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Fund•amental Studies

Fundameiital studies of the effects of standard metallurgical variableb on the

physical and muchanical properties of :nalloyed tungsten and dilute tungsten-base •l'oys

have been cond,.icted by the Union Carbide Metals Company, Haynes Stellite Company,

and the Westinghouse Electric Corporation. A brief discussion of this work, which was

ircluded under two Air Force-sponsored and one Navy-sponsored program, is presented

as follows.

In work for the Air Force, the Union Carbide Metals Ceirnpany( 7 3 ) in-

vestigated the influence of fabrication, strain rate, temperature, and micro-

structure on the tensile properties of both polycrystalline-powder-metallurgy

and arc-uast tungsten. Perhaps the most significant result from this work

was the improved high-temperature ductility displayed by arc-cast material

as compared to that of powder-metalluv-y tungsten. For example, at 300Z F

(1650 C) a reduction in area of more than 98 per cent was obtained for the

arc-cast material, while only 40 per cent was obtained from the powder-

metallurgy product. Several dilute tungsten-base alloys with titanium,zir-

conium, and columbium, were also invest'.gated. Results from this work

indicated an unusually high tensile strength ot 61,000 psi for the W-0. 57Cb

alloy. However. receit attempts by other investigators to reproduce this

value have been unsuccessful.

The objective of the program for the Navy at Haynes StellItec 7 4 ) was to

evaluate the fabricability and properties of tungsten and tungsten-base alloy

single crystals. Sixty-five crystals, which included several dilute tungsten-

base alloys, were included in the program. Fabrication of these materials

was accomplis.ed by swaging and a combination of forging and rolling at

219Z F (IZOO C). As a redUlt of these studies the single crystals were shown

to have a significant fabrication advantage and their mechanical properties

after working were shown to be equivalent to those of polycrystalline material.

Westingho.se(7S) conducted an extensive research program for the

Air Force to determine base-line data on the metallurgical properties of

pure tungsten. In work with high-purity polycrystalline mLteriAl, tensile

and str,!es-rupture properties were determined to temperatures of 4000 and

3000 F, respectively. An analyais of these data showed a continuous decrease

in ductility with increasing temperature, similar to that described above for

prior Union Carbide work. This phenomenon will be a topic of further in-

vestigation in future work. Also for poly4,ydtalline material, the effect of

grain size on the ductile -to-brittle transition temperature revealed that the

transition temperature depended mor% on the annealing temperature than

on the grain size. Thiu fact was attributed to differences between the stated

of the impurities in the lattice as effected by annealing temperature.

Single crystals were also studied. Their mechanism of purification

during zone melting, their flow and fracture behavior, and their charac-

teristic internal friction peaks wert, studied in efforts to establish base-

line data for pure tungsten. Other work included mechanical-property

determinations at temperatures up to 3000 F of alloys w!th dispersed

secone-phases of W-ThO2, W-TaC, and W-HfOZ and dilute solid-solution

alloys of W-Ta ond W-Cb. When compared with unalloyed ungsten at
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3000 F, the dispersed-phase alloys displayed a significant ultimate strength
advantage - 27 to 31,000 versufj 15,000 psi. Of importance with respect to
the solid-solution alloys: additions of 0, 35 and 5 per cant tantalum ;.ere
found to increase the recrystallization temperature by 720 and 1080 F
(400 and 600 C), respectively, above that noted for unalloyed material -
2192 F (1200 C).

Under a program sponsored by the Air Force, Battelle Memorial Institute(7 6 )

studied the notch and unriotched tensile properties of several refractory metals and their
alloys, inclading unalloyed tungs.ren. Both atress-relieved and recrystallized rod mate-
rial were tested in tension with the notch sensitivity of each material be~ng evaluated by
analyzing the notch-unnotched tent ile-strength ratio, the ductility trarsiti,.r,, and the
fracture transition. The results of this study indicated that on the basis ol notch-
unnotched strength ratios, stress-relieved and recrystallized tungsten tend to become
notch sensitive at temperatures below 482 and 752 F (250 and 400 C), respectively.

Nuclear Metals, Inc. , as the prime contractor, has conducted one Air Force-
sponsorzd program( 7 7), and is currently engaged .n another(78 ), in which they axe de-
termining the constitution diagrams and stud'ing the diffusion churacteristics of selected
tungsten binary systems. Work under one contract( 7 7 ) has to date included determina-
tions of the W-Ir and W-Rh binary systems and several isotherms of the W-Mo-Os and
W-Hf-Re ternary systems. Care was t.,ken in obtaining reliable phase diagrams. Inr
particular, the puritý of the constituents was protected at all times, and the tempera-
tures were determined to within *36 F(*20 C). The objective of the diffusion studies at
Nuclear Metals( 7 8 ) includes a determination ,, the diffusion coefficients in the binary
tungsten systems, W-Ru, W-Ir, W-Rh, and W-Pt. This work is being conducted with
the aid of an electron-probe analyzer.

JLt:WAG:HRO/cms :so
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APPENDIX

GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED RESEARCH RELATED TO TUNGSTEN - 1960-1962

This listing of Government-sponsored research and development programs related to tung-
sten technology includes all those known by DMIC to have been in force at least at some time
during the period 1960-196Z. The list is arranged according to technology, following the outline
that appears in the Table of Contents. The item numbers for the various contracts are used as
reference nJumbers in the report.

The Defense Metals Information Center maintains a file of information on research
programs for all materials within its scope. This file is used ad an indispensable aid in collecting
technical information. It is extremely important to DMIC to know of the existence al research
and development projects within its scope.
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Preparation of Metal

A. Tungsten Powder

(1) Conducted by: Vitro Laboratories, Division of Vitro Corp. of America, West Orange,
New Jersey (J. Holrngrin)

2or: Air Force; WADD, Materials Central
Title: Submicron Powder Manufacturing Methods Dovelopmeat

Vitro Laboratories has completed a state-of-the-art survey on thie subject and is
currently engaged in the production of fine powders largely in the 1000 to 100-A range.
Metals, oxides, and carbide materials are being studieo

(2) Conducted by: Union Carbide Nuclear Co.
For: Atomic Energy Commisslon
Title: Production of Ultra-Fine Tungsten Metal Powder

Improved tungsten powder has been produced experimentally that has a surface area of
5 to 10 square meters per gram. It can be isostatically pressed and then 3intered at 1400 to
1600 C to reach over 90 per cent of theoretical density. The ultimate objective oi the tung-
sten powder research Is to make a high-density, ductile tungsten metal.

B. High-Purity Tungsten

(3) Conducted by: Alloyd Corporation, Cambridge, Massachusetts
For: Navy; BuAer
Title: Research on the Production of Ultra Pure Refractory Metals

The objective was to produce ultrapure refractory n•r-als, i. a. , tungsten, tantalum,
xolebdenum, and colunibium, through the hydrogen reduction of purified chloride vapors.

Consolidation

A. Powder Metallurgy

1. Powder Compactvon

(4) Conducted by: Hughes Tool Company (I. Shapiro)
For: Air Force; ASD
Title: Fundamental Study of the Compressiblity, of Powders

A systematic study of the compressibility of powders is being conducted to determine
the basic underlying principles that relate tzte compressxbility of powders to functions of
their physical properties.

2. Plasma Spra in

(5,6) Cviducted by; M-issachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambrsdo, Massachusetts
(J. H. Brophy, H. W. Hayden, K. 0. Kreidr, and 3. Wulti)

Zor: Navy; BuWeps
Tih.e Activ.Atcd Sinter•ng of Presacd Tuanrt6n Paw4:. a4nd Masma Jet Sprayed Tungsten

D'p-os It 0

The strength and structure of plasma arc.,prayed tngstca depcsit* ha ve been eumnneG
for air and protective-atmtosphere rhamber spraying. A* deposited densiy was .,tried
from 50 tO 90 per cent. The application of nkkel tu ý,.itvate densiicatiun of tungsten

deposits by subsequent heat troalments was stud.cd.
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(7) Condacted by: General Electric Company, Cincinnati 15, Ohio (W. H. Kearns)
For: Navy; BuWeps
Title: Development of High Strength Materialls for Solid Rocket Motors

The purpose of this program is to perform research and conduct feasibility studies
leading to the development of ultrahigh-strength solid-fuel rocket caces by means of warm
working. An additional phase is related to the development 9f special alloys which may
have improved ductility and Improved strength-to-weight ratios. The following are tacks:
11) continued arc-spraying studies with tungsten; (2) fabrication studies with tungsten; and

(3) electron-beam-welding studies with tungsten.

Task 4 describes an investigation of electron-beam-welding parameters for tungsten
sheet, mechanical properties of electron-beam welds in tungsten sheet, and welding of
simulated rocket nozzles.

3. Slip Casting

(8) Conducted by: Union Carbide Metals Company, Niagara Falls, New York (R. W. Fountain)
For: Air Force; WADO, Materials Lab.
Title: Investigation of the Properties of Tungsten and Its Alloys

Objectives: An evaluation of selected physical and mechanical properties of slip-
cast-and'sintered tungsten was conducted. The tests were conducted on a number of sam-
ples having densities ranging from 60 to 93 per cent of theoretical density. No details are
given with respect to the nature of the slip-casting process.

4. Sintertu

(9) Conducted by: Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio (N. T. Saunders)
For: NASA
Title. Experimental Method of Producing Porous Tungsten for Ion Rocket Engines

A preliminary study was conducted ;o develop a method of fabricating porous tungsten
for ion-propulsion applications.

(10) Conducted by: Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc.
For: Air Force; WADD
Title, Porous Tungsten Emitters

This research is intended for investigation of the metallurgical problems associated
with the developmant of a porois-tungsten surface-contact ion-source for potential use ýn
ionic-propulsion systems with cesium. The major objective of this program will be to
dievelop the metallurgical techniques required to produce tungsten emitters.

B. Melting and Casting

1. Electron-Beam Melting

(11) Conducted by: Mallory-Sharon Metals Cenrporatton (J. Perryman)
For: Air Force; WADD, Materials Lab.
Title: Services and Facilities to Evaluate the Use of Electron Beam Melting

The purpose of this program was to evaluate the effectiveness cf the electron-beam-
meltihig process in reducing brittleness and/or improving impact properties of materials
that a:t considered to be inherently brittle. Boron, "'oron carbide, tantalum carbide, and

zirconitn diborai0e were melted. The effect of malting variables ,n the properties of
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electron-beam-melted beryllium, tungsten, hafnium, vanadium, cobalt, and molybdenum
were also determined.

2. Consumable Arc Melting

(IZ) Condicted by: Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio (F. A. Foyle, G. E. McDonald
and N. T. Saunders)

For: NASA
Title: Initial Investigation of Arc Melting and Extrusion of Tungsten

The purposes of this study were to investigate arc melting as a method for producing
dense tungsten ingots, to study extrusion as a method for breaking up the coarse grain
structure of the arc-cast ingots, and to evalu-te certain mechanical properties of arc-cast
and extruded tungsten.

(13) Conducted by: Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Research Laboratory (L. L. Franz)
For: Navy; BuAcr
Title: Research and Development in High-Strength, Heat-Resistant Alloys

This contract has as its object the dovelopincut uf high-atren.;th, heat-resistant alloys
based upon the metals tantalum and tungsten and containing appreciable percentages of
rhenium, hafnium, zirconium, titanium, osmium, molybdenum, niobium or other high-
melting metals.

(14) Conducted by: Westinghouse Electric Corporation (Carnahan)
For: Air Force; "RADD, Materials Central
Title: Melting Variables for Refractory Metals

This program provides for the investigation of arc-melting varlablus to produce
sound, fine-grained, homogeneous ingots of refractory alloys and to study the effects of
grain structure and purity levels on the resistance to deformation and mechanical properties.
This program will consist of two work areas: (1) basic vacuum arc melting program and

(2) the internal support program.

3. Skull Melting and Cen2rifuga. Casting

(15) Condur.ted by: Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Blairsvllle, Pennsylvania
(A. E. LaMarche)

For: Navy. BuWcps
Title: Manufacturing Development of Tungsten Alloys for Rocket Nozzles

The program was divided into three phases: Phase I - a st%.,y of the effecta of the
controlled variables of the skull-melting process. 0hase I1 - the extension of the skull-
melting and casting technology developed under Phase I to W-1OMo, W-IMo, and pure
tungsten in that order; and Phase UI - an attempt to establish a process specification for

producing high-integrity castings of pure tungsten.

C. Vapor Deposition

(16) Conducted hy. National Bureau of Standards, Dept. of Commerce
For: Navy; BuOrd, SPO
Title: E•c4 .trodeposition of Tungsten and Other Refractory Metals

The variables involved in the depositioa of tungsten coatings by the vapor-phase
reduction of tungsten hexafluorlde with hydrogen were studied. No conditions were found
that resulted in a large improvement in the rate of efficiency of deposition.
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(17) Conducted by: The Bureau of Mines, U. S. Department cf Interior, Washington, D. C.
(F. W. Hoertel)

Fnr: Wavy; BuOrd, SPO
Title: Vapor Deposition of Tungsten on Graphite Nozzle Inserts

The objective of thi& program was to investigate the vapor-phase reduction of tungsten
hexafluoride on graphite rocket-nozzle inserts. The Aerojet-Gen fal Corporation,
Sacramento, California, is to supply the machined nozzle inserts. All components pro-
duced under the contract were ultimately delivered to this Corporation.

Primary and Secondary Working

A. Extrusion

(18) Conducted by: Vlah Chang Corporation, New York, New York (J. Wong)
For: Air Forcii; WADD, Materials Central
Title: Tunga;an Extrusion Development Program

This program Involves five phases: Phase I - state-of-the-art survey; Phaso II -
billet process devolopment; Phase IlI - development of the extrusion operation; Phase IV -
verification of process uniformity and development o: postextrustion operations; and
Phase V - pilot production of the target section.

(19) Conducted by: Climax Molybdenum Company of Michigan, Detroit, Michigan (R. 0. Barr,
G. 0. Chesmar and M. Semchyshen)

For: USAF; WADD
Title: Development of Workable Molybdeoum and Tungsten-Base Alloy,

It is the objective of this program to conduct additional development work on several
molybdenum- and tungsten-base alloys containing various additions of those alloying ele-
ments which have shown the ability to increase the high-temperature strength of situlybdenum
In previous investigations. Effort will be directed most specifically to arrive at compc-
sitions with an optimum balance of workability, low ductile-to-brittle transition tempera-
ture, high recrystallispation temperature, and high hot strength.

(20) Conducted by: Westinghouse Electric Corporation
For: Air Force; WADD
Title: Research to Compare High Energy Rate And Extrusion Press Processes as Applied

to !Refractory Metal Alloy Deformation

The objective of this program is to compare the high energy rate (Dynapak) and
extrusion press processes as applied to refractory-metal-alloy deformation. A comparison
will be made in the properties and behavior of selected refractory-metal alloys extruded by
conventional means and by the high-energy-rate (Dynapak) technique.

The objective of this program is to compere the high energy rate (Dynapaki and
extrusion press processes as applied to refractory-metal-alloy deformation. A comparison
will be made in the properties and behavior of celected refractory-masetal alloys extruded by
conveoltonal means and by the high-etis rgy-rate (Dynapak) technique.

(21) Conducted by: California Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion Lab, Pasadena, California
(D. P. Kohorst)

For: NASA
Title: Evaluation of Tungsten Extrusi,,nq Pr-,duced 1 1, lHigh-Energy- Rate Extrusion

Process

A study was made to evaluate the high-e.:ergy-rate extrusion proces. as a means of
producing test specimens for this program. Because of the difficulties encountered in hot-
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working tungsten, it wae of prime interest to determine whether this fairly nrw and littlc-
used process could yield specimens of the desired quality.

B. Forging

(22) Conducted by: Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc. (A. S. Nemy)
For: Air Force; AMC
Title: Tungsten Forging Development Program

The primary objective is the development of methods ior producing tungsten forgings
for use in air and spacecraft construction.

(Z3) Conducted by: Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc.
For: Navy; SPO
Title: Tungsten Forging

(24) Conducted by; Ladish
For: Nav-,; SPO
Title: Tungsten Forainsts

(25) Conducted by: Steel Improvement and Forge Company
For: Navy; SPO
Title: Tungsten Forging

C. Rolinl

(26) Conducted by: Fansteel Metallurgical Co., North Chicago, Illinois (G. Bodine)
For: Navy; BuWeps
Title: Production of High-Quality Tungsten or Tungsten-Alloy Sheet

Production of sheet I inches wide and approximately 48 inches long in connection
with refractory-i .tetal sheet-rolling program. The powder-metallurgy method of consoli-
dition is being employed.

(27) Conducted by: Universal Cyclopu Steel Corporation, Bridgeville, Pa. (C. Mueller)
For: Air Force; WADD, Materials Central
Title: Development of Tungsten Sheet Rolling Techniques

Objective: To develop processee and techniques for the production of defect-free,
high-formabluity fVat-rolled tungston sheet products. The arc-melting method of consoli-
dation is being employed It. this program.

(Z) Conducted by: University of California, Berkeley, Galifornla
For: Atomic Energy Commission
Title: The Powder Rolling of Molybdenum

The objective of this work was to demonstrate the feasibility of power rolling as a
means of consolidation to directly produce molybdenrum and tungsten sheet.

D. Point Deformation

(Z9) Conducted by: Wah Chang Corporation (3. Wong)
For: Air Force; WADD, Materials Central
Title: Development of Tungsten Sheet by Floturning Techniques

The objective of this program is to develop now or improved techniques for shear
forming tungsten-alloy sheets. The measure of sarsfactory accomplishment welt' be the
production of acceptable sheets 36 by 96 inches in thicknesses of 20, 40, and 63 mile.
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(30) Conducted by: Wah Chang Cozporation, Albany, Oregon
For: Navy; BuWeps
Title: Investigation of the Feasibility of Manufacturing Tungsten Sheet by the Application

of Point Deformation Techniques to a Suitable Preform

E. Machining

(31) Conducted by: Metcut Research Associates, Inc., Cinclnnati, Ohio (3. Kahles)
For: USAF; WADD, Materials Central
Title: Machining of Refractory Materials

Purpose: Investigate and evaluate the machining characteristics of the refractory
materials of importance to the aerospace industry. Phase I of this program consisted of a
survey intended to isolate signtficant machining problems, followed by tha formulation of a
suitable machining research program. The machining program Is being carried out as
Phase If of the subject contract. Phase III will be devoted to studying machine tool require-
ments for r-c.fractory materials.

Fabrication and Performance of Rocket Nozzles

A. Power Roll Forming

(32) Conducted by: General Electric Company, Cincinnati, Ohio (D. J. Shipp)
For: Navy; BuWeps
Title: Development of Roll-Formed Tungsten Nozzle Components

The objectives of this program are to manufacture by the roll-forming process, at
least three exit liners according to an Aerojet General specification and six nozzle inserts
according to specifications from the Allegany Ballistics Laboratory.

B. Plasma Spra)ing and Vapor Deposition

(33) Cc•ducted by: High Temperature Materials, Inc., Boston, Massachusetts
For: Navy, BuWeps
Title: De.sign. Developmen and Fabrication of Vapor-Deposited Tungsten Component.

Purpose: Produce tungsten coatings by vapor deposition on graphite-nozzle and exit
liner substrates for use in the A-3 Polaris missile. Two configurations for throat inserts
for the A-3 first-stage exit liner are required.

(34) Conducted by: Buttelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio (I. M. Blocher, Jr.)
For: Navy; BuOrd, SPO
Title: Experimental Coatings of Tungsten-Molybdenum Alloys and Graphite

Equipment capable of producing tungsten coatings on graphite rocket-nozzle inserts
through the vapor-phame reduction of tungsten hexafluoride was designed and constructed

Joining

A. Welding

(35) Conducted by. Hamilton Standard Division United Aircraft Corporation (H. S. Hokansonj
For: USAF; WADD, Materials Central
Title: Electron Beam We1lng of the Refractory Metals
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This program covers an investigation of alectron-beam-welding procedures as related
to the welding of molybdenum auc?. lPsngsten. Primary emphasis will be placed on the eval-
uation of welding procedures whicrn minimize the width of the fusion and heat-affected
zones in order to obtain the nm.ex-4mum in ductility.

(36) Conducted by. General Electric Company, Cincinnati, Ohio (G. Hoppia)
For: USAF; WADD, Materials Central
Title: Investigation of joining the Refractory Metals Tungsten and Columbium

Objective: Obtain a better understanding of the phyiical metallurgy related to joining
the refractory metals tungsten and columblum. Investigations will be directed to fusion
welding of tungsten allcys and the brazing of columbium and tungsten. Also a feasibility
investigation is to be made of Joining by diffusion bonding between certain refractory metals
and iron, nickel, or cobalt-base alloys.

(37) Conducted by: Aeroprojects Inc., West Chester, Pennsylvania (C. R. Frownfelter)
For: Navy; B- Weps
Title: Ultrasonic Welding of Refractory Metals

The objective of this program is the Investigation of the ultrasonic welding machine
settings required and evaluation of proportics of the welds obtainable for the following re-
fractory metals or alloys, (1) Cb-0OMo-1OTI, (2) Mo-0. 5Ti, and (3) tungsten.

(38) Conducted by: Aeroprojects Incorporated, West Chester, Pennsylvania 1'N. Maropis)
For: Air Force; ASD, ASRCTF
Title: Development of Ultrasonic Welding Equipment for Refractory Metals

Objective: Design, assemble, and evaluate heavy-duty ultrasonic spot- and seam-
welding equipment for joining refractory materials and superalloys in thicknesses up to
0. 10 irch and to develop necessary techniques for producing reliable welds in these
materials.

B. Brazing and Bonding

(39) Conducttd by: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambr~dge, 4Aaseashusette
(I, I. Brophy, H. iIeideklang, P. Kovach, and J. Wulff)

FPor: Army
Title: Joiing of Refractory Metals - Tungsten

Concepts of activita- tungsten diffusion have been applied to the joining of tungsten
strip at temperatures ranging from 900 to 1100 C. Solid-state 61(fuslon has been enhanced
by electroplating a thin layer of either nickel or palladium on one of the mating surfaces.

(40) Conducted by: Solar Aircraft Company, San Diego, California (C. W. Haynes, Sr., and
A. G. Metcalfe)

For: Navy; BuWeps
Title: Development of Low Temperattre Brazing of Tunrsten for Hi.h Temperature Service

This program is based on prior work at Solar Aircraft Company with the platinum-
alloy reactive braze systems, namely platinum-boron plus tungsten and platinum-silicon
plus tungsten. The program was proposed in five phases to develop these reactive braze
systems to their full potential.

(41) Conducted by: Aerojet-General Corporation (C. Fournier)
For: Army; WAL
Title: The Study of the Diffusion Bonding of Tungsten anti Tungsten Alloys
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The purpose of this work is to fabricate complex rocket-nozzle-insert shapes from
thin tungsten washers bonded by diffusion-brazing techniques.

Oxidation and Other High-Temperature Reactions

A. Oxidation

(4Z) Conducted by: Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pitt.-burgh, Pa.
For: Air Force; WADD, Materials 'erntral
Titlo. Investigation of the Kinetics and Thermodynamics of the 7ungsten-Oxygen System

Objectives of this program are the determination of the mechanism of oxidation of
tungsten and an investigation of the changes resulting from selected alloy additions. A
Major part oi the program will be a fundamental study of the kinetics and thermodynamics
of the tungsten - oxygen system above 1000 C.

(43) Conducted by: The Ohio State University (R. Speiser)
For: Air Force; WADC, Aeronautical Research Lab.
Title: The Oxidation Characteristics of Tunasten Oý.er Suitable Temperature and Oxygen

Pressure Ranges

A fundamental investigation wll1 be conducted on the oxidation behavior of tungsten in
the temperature range of 500 to 1400 C and at oxygen pressures of atmospheric and below.
Emphasis will be placed on determining the rate-controlling process within these envi-
ronmental ranges in order to better define the operative mechanism.

(44) Conducted by: Lockheed Missiles and Space Division
Title: Low Pressure, 111gh Temperature Oxidation of Tungsten

The oxidation behavior of tungsten was studied at 1300 to 3000 C under I to 40 mm
alr pressure. (Perkins, R. A., Crooks, D. D. , Journal of Metals, 13 (7), July 1961,
pp 4 90- 4 93. )

(45) Conducted by: University of California, Pari!'eley, Californip,
Foe: Atomic Energy Commission
Title. Kinetic Studies of the Reactions Occurring Betweo-s Tungsten and Gases at Low

Pres'ures aind Hig emperatures

The reacticn kinetics wets established for tne reactions of tungsten with oxygen,
nitrogen and nitric oxide at temperatures ranging from 1950 to Z600 K and at gas pressures
from 10"8 to 10-6 atmosphere.

B. Erroslon and Corrosion in Nozzle Environments

(46) Conducted by: Stanford Research lstitute, Mtenlo Park, California (A S. Neiman,
0. Preston, and D. A. Brown)

For: Navy; DuWeps, SPO
Title: Tungsten and r'.cket Motors

Thits study was concerned with the interactions between tungsten and the exhaust
conatituents from solid-propellant rocket motors. These ir.teractions may be conveniently
considered under three main categories: chemical, mechanical, And thermal. In this
investigation, emphasis has been placed on the chemical tueractiont.

(47) Conducted by: Atlantic Resears. Curporation
For: USAF; WADD
Title: Refractory Metal Rocket NAozzle Deterioration
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Reaction mechanisms between metals (tantalum, tungsten, Ta- 10W, and various
tungsten-baso alloys) and propellant combustion environments are being studied to aid
development of improved nozzle materials. Propellant variables include fluorine, chlorine,
and nitrogeu contents and oxidation ratios.

Protective Coatings

(48) Conducted by: General Telephone and Electronics Labs. Inc. (C. P. Dickenvon)
For: Air Force; WADD
Title: Research on the Protection of Tungsten

Conduct an investigation into the definition, relative importance, and present knowl-
edge of those factors which till determine the efficacy of any potential materials system in
protecting tungsten from high-temperature oxidation.

(49) Conducted by: New York Univeralty (C. O. Got-zal)
For: Air Force; WADD, Materials Central
Title: Development of Protective Coatings for Tungsten

This program is undertaken for the dvwlopumcnt of protective-coating systems for
tungsten, In order to utilize it as a structural material at high temperatures under oxidizing
conditions. The contractor will explore the feasibility of applying intermediate diffusion
barrier layers developod under AF 33(616)-5735 implementing improved bending techniquess,
as well &s possibilItes of developing addittonal barrier systems based upon Introduction of
refractory o madtituentu into thc complex Intermediate layer such au-,iolybdenum or otler
:o fractoxy metals.

{(O) Cunductzid by; Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc.
For: Air Force; WAPD
Title: Development of Oxidation Resistant High Temperature 'rotectilw Coatings for

Titmsten

inv~estiations are continuing into the formative and protective TT -ure of metal bonded-
metal modified oxides as coatings for protection of tungtten in the 25i0 to 3500 F range.
Protection for 10 houv, including five th~rmzl cycles to roorn .omperature without failure,
at 330U C has been ach;.•,•

(51) Conducted by: Value Engineering Company, Arlington, YirginWA (3. Huminik)
For: Army; WAL
Title: Investigation of Oxidation and Erosion Resistant Coatings on Molybdenum, Tantalum,

and Tungsten

The objective of this contract is to develop a rocket nozzle coating for' tungsten,
tantalum or molybdenum €spable ol reducing catastrophic oxidation and erosion under high-
gas-velocity conditions.

(52) Conducted by; Manufacturing Laboratories, Inc. (B. S. Leient)
For: Air Force; WADD, Materials Central
Title: Investigation of Interdiffusion Barriers for Structural Refractory Metals

The contractor will conduct research to further evaluate Tbe efficacy of various
metals, alloys, or Int•rmetallics aa barriers to interdLffusion of structural ;efr~cwory
metals- tungsten, tantalum,, molybdenum, celurnhium - with the eventual clpajt of
developing duplex coatings to provido protection from high-temp.urature oxidation for said
refractory metals.
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Properties

(53) Conducted by: Lewis Research Ce.ter, Cleveland, Ohio (J. R. Stephens)
For: NASA
Title: Effect of Surface Condition -n Ductile-to-Brittle Transition Temperature of Tungatun

The eff,,'cs of surface conditions on the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature of
specimens of commercially pure sintered tungsten were evaluated by tensile tests carried
out in vacuum, Prior to tecting, the specimens were vacuum-annealed at 3500 F for I hour,
electropolished, and then given the desired surface treatment.

(54) Conducted by: Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio (R. W. Hall)
For: NASA
Title: Effect of St-.ain Rate on Mechanical Properties o0' Wrought Sintered Tungsten at

The effect of strain rate from 0. 002 to 20 in. per In. per min on the tensile proper-
ties of recrystallized tungsten was investigated over the temnperature rang'e 2500 to 4000 F.

(55) Conducted by: Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio (P. F. Sikora)
For: NASA
Title: High-Temperature Tensile and Stress-Rupture Properties of Some Alloys in the

Tungsten-Molybdenum Sysstem

This Investigation was undartakon to detee'mine the high-temperature tensile prop-
erties of powder-metallurgy tungsten-molybdenum alloys at temperatures up to 4400 F.
For this purpose, sintered and swaged bars of alloys containing 10, 25, and 50 weight per
cent molybdenum were procured front a commercial vendor and were tensile tested at
temperatutes from 2500 to 4400 F. The 50 weight per cent molybdenum in tungsten alloy
was stress-rupture tested at 2500, 3000, and 3500 F.

(56) Conducted by: Hughes Tool Company (H. S. Porechanian)
For: Air Force; WADD, Materials Central
Titfe: Design Data Maual on Tungsten

Physical- and mecharical-de sign data wore obtained on several heats of commer-
cially pure tungsten ut temperatures up to 5000 F. The data showed the effect of various
fabrication mnethods on the design properties of tungsten. The complete processing and
fab••,catior. history of each of the lots of i)laterlal were recorded so that lots with similar
property values may be tcproduced at a later date for weapon-system manufacturers.

(57) Cundacted by: Aerojot-General Corporation, Azusa, California (L. L. Gilbert)
For: Navy; RluWeps
Title: Porous Tungsten: Melting Point, Spectrul Emissitvty, and Total Em' -avity for

I)enu4itiog lk'ronr 701, to 907,

The three thermophysical properties: melting point, total emissivity, and spectral
emisllivity at 0. 6 5 -pwavalength were determined for tungsten deisities between 70 to 90
per cent of theoretical.

(58) Conduocted by: Stanford University, Stanford, C4lhfornia (0. D. Sherby)
For: Air Fs-rcei ARL
Title, Recparch on the Metallurgical Vartablea Effectmg the Hih Temperature Mudl• of

Research will be crnducted to determine the efAwts ,f prelerred or st ititin, m.Agnctxt
ittato, and tcrnperaturte- Fn the high-leiv per~ukrc mu.d~us vI elaibt1%;iy ,I "iuddy andI ".livy
The- xreLationship bet%&een the crystal ý.ta -?'re and the ,nodjius of elasticity ts uIs" biug
investigated.

I;
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(59) Conducted by: University of Cincinnati (M. Hoch)
For: Air Force; ASD, Materi Is Center
Title: Measueement of the Therm'ohysical Properties Using an Induction Heating

Technique

Investigate the feasibility of utilizing an induction-heating technique for the measure-
ment of the thormophysical properties of solid materials and determine the specific heat,
thermal conductivity, and thermal expansion of selected materials in the temperature range
1000 to 1000 C.

(60) Ccrnducted by: University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana (D. R. Morgan and
E. A. Coomes)

For: Navy; ONR
Title: A Comparison of Oxygen on Tungsten and Molybdenum by Field Electron Microscop•

(61) Conducted by: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, Div. of United Aircraft Corp. , East Hartford, Conn.

For. NASA
Title: Measurement of Spectral and Total Emittance of Materials and Surtaces Under

SimulatemeSeace Conditions

Objective: To provide basic information on the radiant characteristics of materials
suitable for space power and propulsion system; under high-vacuum conditic%*. The
radiant characteristics of materials that are being metkured are total lhomispherical emit-
tance and spectral normal emittance.

(62) Conducted by: Lessell* and Associates, Inc. (F, C. Bailey)
For: Air Forcel WADD, Materials Central
Title: Ultra High Temperature •_*Saterlal Evaluation

The objective of this program is to obtain structural design data on ultrahigh-
temperature materials at temperature to 6000 F. Data will include the tensile, creep, and
low cycle fatigue properties of tungsten. The equipment and Instrumentation to obtain these
6,ta are being developed as part of this program.

(63) Conducted by: Ftnsteel Metallurgical Corporation
For: Air Force; WADD, MaterI!u! Central
Title: Alloy Specimens for Internal Effort

Mechanical-property design data will be obtalined on commercially pure tungsten and
a colurmblum-base alloy at various high temperatures. The columbium-base alloy is
designated as Fansteel 6R And it will be tested in tension and stress rupture in either
vacuum or an argon environment to assess Its potential usefulness in space vehichlt,. or
missiles. Tensile and c€oep properties of tungsten will be determined in argon and vacuum
atmospheres.

(64) Conducted by: Watertown Arsenal Laboratorifs, Watertown, Massachusetts
For: Army
Title: Effect of Allox Additions on Ductile- rtittle Transition Temperature of Tungsten

Objective: To determine the,, ffect of 1.Uf- additions on the dotile-brittle transition
temperature of tungsten. Certain materials In va•"•ng percentages may reduce the trans-
ltiva temperature slfnificaatly and relieve problems in (abrication while retaining of in-
creasing material capability of withstanding extreme t.n=itiors of temperature and utress.
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Physical Metallurgy

A. Alloy Development

(65) Conducted by: Armour Research Foundation of Illinois Institute of Tech.nlogy, =hlcag ,.AI.

For: Army; V'AL
Title: Research on Development and Application of a Theory for the Plastic Deformation

of Cemented Alloys

Conduct research aimed at establishment and application of a theory for plastic defor-
mation of cemented alloys. Design. fashion and evaluate cemented tungsten-alloy systems
for the development of a refractory metal possessing ductility consistent with ambient
temperature formability.

(66) Conducted by: Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio (H. R. Ogden)
For: Navy; BuWeps
Title: Development of a Ductile Tungsten Sheet Alloy

The primary objective of this research was to develop tungzten-base sheee alloys
having excellent fabricability and ductile-to-brittle transition temperatures below room
temperature. Secondary objectives were the dovelvpmwsit of high iveerystallihxtion temper-
atures and high elevated-temperature strengths in those alloy&.

(67) Conducted by: Climax Molybdenum Company of Michigan, Detrolt, Michigan
(M. M. Semchyshen)

For: Navy; BuAer
Title: Binary Alloys of Tungsten

Conduct a survey of arc-cast binary alloys of tungsten with aluminum, silicon,
vanadium, chromium, iron, cobalt, nickel, zirconium, hafnium, and tantalum in the ca~t
form. The alloy systems will be classified by solid solubilit,, the nature of th , (,st
excess phase developed in tungsten-rich composition, wnenability to heat treatment andrate of oxidation.

(68) Conducted by: Climax Molybdenum Compsny of Mithigan, Detrait Wehigan
For: Navy; BuWeps
Title: Investigation for the Purpose of Developing Improved Tungsten-Base Alloy. on a

aboratofy Scale and for Doterminia the.ir Metailurilna Characteristics and
Prope rtiesa

(69,70) Condicted by: Crucible Steel Comparey of A.4er.ca, Ptttsburgh, Pcnnsylvur.*a (E . J. Dulls)a
For: Air Force; WADO, Materials Central
Title: Research ott Re cory Alloys of 'Tunge•n. Tantalum, Molybdenum &nd

Ceiiunbium- .. .. .-. . . ...

Ar. objective of the currera investiration is to ascertain whether those most prvr'.
ising alloys can be prowessed to sheet form, and to evaluate their piope rtilos in sheet
form. In addition, modificatirs are to• be vade of the optimurt, base conyuvuittono to
provide a further significant increase to strength At 3000 F and hlgher by additon of
alloying elements to furm dirpersed btable carbides, nltrides, horndvs, et,.

(71) Conducted by: NA.3A Lewis Rcsearch C'-te
For: NASA
Title, Investig.Z.1.) of Arc-Melted Tungsten All oys

The primary purpose s.f this -- scarch is tc dovelop tuvstea-bb* al'rIs uth btetter
otran3th thAin pure tungwtrj at ttxopcttt trot above ý30 V. Ii' addit,.n,, alloys wit~i b.:tex'
fabricability, lower criactile-to-brittl,1 , sti.lr. teprue axnd b.tm-' w~i~i.

II
I!
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resistance are desired. Binary alloys i th tantalum, molybdenum, columbium, and
titanium in amounts ranging from 0. 1 to "5 atomic per cent are under investigation.

(72) Conducted by: NASA Lawis Research C, itter
For: XASA
Title: luvastigation of Disprslon-Stren:. honed Alloys Prepared by Powder Metallurgy

Tech•SNque S

A fundamental gtudy of dispersion *.engthening of. nickel-base mat Wrials prepared by
mechanical mixing of fine ":etal and oxid powders has been in progress ior some time.
This work is being extended to include at Investigation of dispersion strengthening in tuns-
eton as well as nickel, using the submiar. ,•-size metal pow~ders (0. 03 micron) which have
recently becomo available.

B. Fundamental Studleo

(73) Conducted by: Union Carbide Metals Car nany, Niagara Falls, New York (R. W. Fountain)
For: Air Fomice; WADC, Materials Labý.
Title: Investigntion of the Properties f.4,atand Ds Alloys

Objectives: (I) determination of the nechrnical properties of unalloyed tungsten at
temperaturee above 2500 F and (2) avalusn•&= of the effects of fabrication, alloying, and
other variables on the ductile-to-brittle t, ,nsition temperature and on the elevated-
temperature mechanical properties of tunsiten. It has been found that a straight-line ro-
lationship exists between the reciprocal oý the transition temperature and the log strain
rate.

(74) Conducted by: Linde Company and Hayne Stellite Company, Division* of Union Carbide
Corporation

For: Navy; 3uWeps
Title: Fabrication and Properties of Tun ton and Tungstin Alloy Single Crystals

The objective was is evaluate the LA, .icability and properties of tungsten and tungsteu-
alloy single crystals. This was accomplir ed with 65 crystals prepared with diameters
ranging from 1/ to 1 inch and lengths fIto 6 to 18 inchori. L.cludod In the program are
several dilute alloys. The majority of cr, -We, have been successfully swaged, foreed or
rolled at temperatures far below those ret red to fabricata polycrystalline tuagsten.

(75) Conducted by: Westinghouse alectric Cor, ration, Lamp Dlvsion (.% II. Atkinnoo)
For: Air Force: WADD, Materl.ls \eni,.
Title; Physical Metallurgy of 2ungsii•n ar Tunsten-Base Allou.

To accomplish the drV4Iojment of h,. i-strefrgth tungsten-base alloys for use above
"3000 ', the physical metallurgy of tungste ind tunigten alloys was siudled. Alloy strength-
ening by dispersed second phasvs (carbido., oxides, borides) was also investigated.

Accomplishmec of the progr.. objs .1ve oncompassed research in three areas:
St) physical metallurgy of high-purity tung o,n; (2k tungsten-alloy single-cryttal studies,
and (3) fabrication studise of potential high -trenith alloys.

(76) Conducted tr gattalle Memorial Institute Columbsz, Ohio t.t. L Saffee)
For: Air I orce; WADC, Materials Lab.
Title: No, .h Sensiti,.y of Refractor!y MA.$

A study was conducted to determine I e effect of a notch on the tensile pror*rties of
four refractory metals and one alloy. (.nn 4tress concentration factor was used and'lts
effct was studied through a range of temr. .-=ures.
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(77) Conducted by: Nuclear Metals, Inc., Concord, Massachusetts (E. S. Rapperport)
For: Air Force; WADD
Title: Determination of Refractory Metal Phase D';.grams

Nuclear Metals served-as the prime con•:.ctor, with subcontracts at MIT and Vest-
inghouse to establish constitution diagrams 4 6he following systems:

W-Pd Cb-Ir Mo-Zr-Ti-C (min of two carbon
cbRh Cb-Ru levels up to 0. 3 weight per cent C
Mo-Ir Mo-Zr-Ti max)
W-Mo-Os W-Rs-Hf Cb-Hf

(78) Conduct6d ny: Nuclear Metals, Inc., Concord, Massachusetts, Subcontractor: Advanced
Metals Res. (N. L. Peterson)

For: Air P orce; WAID, Materials Central
Title: Deter.nination of DWusivities of Selected Elements in Refractory Metals Plus a

Life-..ture Survey' -i Diliusion

The wntractor is conducting a survey of current- and pr#vlou Iinve itigations of
diffusion in refractor= metals. Concurrently, an investigation of diffusion in refractory
metals is Leing conducted. This is to consistaf determining the diffuslon coefficients and
other rotated 'data for the tungiten-Iridium, tungston- ruthenlcm, tungsten-rhodiun,
tungsten-platinum, molybdenum- silicon, and colurnbium-tchromium systems.

(79) Conducted by: Manufacturing Laboratories, Inc., Cambridge, Mis 'achusetts (B. S. Lemont
and M. Cohen)

For: Air Force; ASD
Title: Substructures in Refractory M¢otals

The primary objectives of the program are as fcllows: (1) determination of the Offect
of substructures on ductile to brittle transition behavior, (Z) determination of the role of
sub.tractures in fracture; (3) usteasment of the €outribition of substructures to the fibered
condition and any subsequent alteration ot properties due to fibering; (4) investigation of
possible quantitative relationships between substructurA parametere and yield behavior; and
(5) appraisal of the effectiveness uf substructures as an elevated-temperature-strengthening
agent.

The contractor shall continu, to conduct a comproehensivw study of the nzture of
oidbatructures. their relation to recovery and rocrystallization and their effect on mechan-
ical properties of the refractory metals tungsten, molybdenum, t4ntalum, and columblum.

S-i
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